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1. DISTRICT CONTEXT.

Saboti  Constituency is a constituency  in  Trans  Nzoia  District.  Trans  Nzoia  District  is  one  of  18
districts of the Rift Valley Province of Kenya.

1.1.         Demographic Characteristics

District Population by Sex
Male Female Total

286,836 288,826 575,662

Total District Population Aged 18 years & Below 167,902 166,490 334,392

Total District Population Aged Above 18 years 118,934 122,336 241,270

Population Density (persons/Km2) 231

1.2. Socio-Economic Profile

• Is the 2nd most densely populated district in the province;
• Has  a  primary  school  enrolment  rate  of  72.7%,  being  ranked  9th  in  the  province  and  33

nationally;
• Has a secondary school enrolment rate of 15.2%, being  ranked 12th in the province and 44

nationally;
• Experiences  the  following  main  diseases:  Malaria,  upper  respiratory  tract  infections,

diarrhoea diseases, skin diseases and infections, and intestinal worms;
• Has a 21.9% malnourishment  rate of children  under  5  years  of  age,  being  ranked  18th  of

42 of the nationally ranked districts;
• Has 62 of 1000 of its live babies dying before the 1st birthday,  being  ranked 22 of 44 of the

nationally ranked districts;
• Has  a  life  expectancy  of  61.4  years,  being  ranked  13th  of  45  of  the  nationally  ranked

districts;
• Has an absolute poverty level of 54.83% being ranked 22 of 46 nationally ranked districts;
• Has a 54.21% food poverty level being ranked 24th of 42 nationally ranked districts;
• Has one of the highest unemployment rates in the province, at 5.69%;
• Has the lowest monthly mean household income in the province, at Ksh. 4,858;
• Has  an  absolute  poverty  level   of  54.83%,  being  ranked  22  of  46  nationally  ranked

districts;
• Has a food poverty level of 54.21%, being ranked 24 of 42 nationally ranked districts;
• Has 55.2% of its residents accessing clean water to drink; and
• 68.1% of its residents having safe sanitation.
• Trans Nzoia district has 3 constituencies: Kwanza, Saboti, and Cherangani  Constituencies.

The  district’s  3  MPs,  each  cover  on  average  an  area  of  829  Km2  to  reach  191,887
constituents.  In  the  1997  general  elections,  the  opposition  (FORD-K)  won  two  of  the
parliamentary seats, Kwanza and Saboti.  The other  parliamentary seat was won by KANU.
Kwanza  and  Saboti  MPs  won  the  seats  with  58.1%  and  63.35%  valid  votes  respectively,
while the Cherangani MP won with 63.43% valid votes.

2. CONSTITUENCY PROFILE

Saboti  Constituency  has  two  dominant  ethnic  communities:  Luhya  and  Kalenjin  ethnic
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communities. 

2.1. Electioneering and Political Information

This  is  an  opposition  stronghold.  In  the  1992  and  1997  general  elections,  FORD-K  won  the
parliamentary  seat  with  57.02%  and  65.35%  valid  votes  respectively.  In  2002,  the  National
Rainbow Coalition took the seat.

2.2. 1992 General Election Results

1992 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 60,885

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

Kijana Wamalwa FORD-K 22,315 57.02

Wafula Wabuge KANU 10,279 26.27

Sammy Onani FORD-A 5,362 13.70

Peter Mukiite DP 1,179 3.01

Total Valid Votes 39,135 100.00

Rejected Votes 838

Total Votes Cast 39,973

% Turnout 65.65

% Rejected/Cast 2.10

2.3. 1997 General Election Results

1997 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 83,137

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

Michael  C.
Wamalwa FORD-K 37,944 65.35

Justina
Nasambu Sitti

KANU 13,444 23.15

Jackson Ruiru DP 4,728 8.14

Joel  Kibiwot
Mutwol

NDP 1,424 2.45

Peter  Sammy
Onani

FORD-A 526 0.91

Total Valid Votes 58,066 100.00

Rejected Votes 1,286

Total Votes Cast 59,352
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% Turnout 71.65

% Rejected/Cast 2.17

2.4. Main Problems

The constituency has many squatters some of whom have been settled in parts of the 5,000 acre
Kitale forest. Most of the squatters in the constituency are former employees  of European farms
who were declared redundant when Africans bought the farms. However, settled in the forest  are
the Sebeis. Other main problems the constituency is experiencing are:

• Resettlement of ethnic clash victims. In 1992, the constituency was hit by ethnic violence; 
• High cost of agricultural inputs;
• Low prices of farm produce particularly maize;
• High cost of education; and
• Muddy roads.

3. CONSTITUTION MAKING/REVIEW PROCESS

3.1. Constituency Constitutional Forums (CCFs)

3.1.1. Philosophy

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  plays  a  very  significant  role  in  the  review  of  the
constitution.  It  is  designated  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be
conducted’  -  (sec.  4(1)  of  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review  Act,  Cap.3A).  The  importance
attached  to  the  CCF  arises  from  the  recognition  of  the  need  to  involve  the  people  fully  in  the
review  of  the  constitution.  Only  through  such  participation  of  the  public  will  the  new
constitution reflect  the preferences,  hopes and aspirations of the  people.  It  would  also  increase
people’s knowledge  of constitutional  issues,  and facilitate  their  familiarity  with the provisions  of
the  new  constitution.  Additionally,  the  process,  enhances  the  legitimacy  of  the  constitution
among Kenyans and their  sense of ownership over it.  In these  ways  the  proper  implementation
and safeguarding of the constitution will be facilitated.

3.1.2. Composition and Establishment

The 1997 Review Act had provided for district  forums ‘to mobilize  communities  at the local  level
for the purpose of civic education in preparation for the Commission’s work and to perform such
other  duties as the Commission may assign’ - (sec.  12A (6).  The District  Forums were to  consist
of members elected  to represent  locations,  religious organizations,  and the disabled,  in addition
to MPs and members of every local  authority  in the district.  The Act contained several  provisions
prescribing minimum qualifications for membership and regulating the operations of the District
Forums.

The Select Committee of the National Assembly, which reviewed the Act in early 2000, decided to
replace the District  Forums with Constituency Forums to get  views ‘ directly  from  the  people  in
the constituency without necessarily  going through the rigours  of  an  election  to  determine  the
members  of  the  forum’.  It  thought  that  this  would  provide  for  a  more  popular  form  of
participation.  It  recommended  on  the  simplification  of  the  forum  to  avoid  elections.  The  Select
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Committee  envisaged  the  constituency  forum  as  and  ‘open  forum  with  no  specific  structures’,
which  should  be  ‘  flexible  and  easy  to  manage’.  Its  opinion  was  that  the  ‘existing  leadership
comprising Members of Parliament, councilors, community based organizations,  religious groups
and individuals should be able  to present  views and opinions directly  from the grassroots’ (  The
Report  of  the  Parliamentary  Select  Committee  Reviewing  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review
Act,1997,  April  2000).  It  removed  the  regulatory  powers  of  the  Commission  over  the  forum,  its
role  being  confined  to  the  ‘facilitation’  of  the  forum.  It  also  changed  the  function  of  the  forum
from the facilitation of civic education to also include facilitation and the collection of the views of
the public on proposals to alter the constitution.

In view of the limited role  of  the  CKRC  in  the  establishment  of  the  CCF’s,  the  CKRC  prepared
and gazetted Guidelines for the operationalization of the constituency constitutional forums. The
Guidelines stipulated that all the residents of a constituency would constitute the CCF. The CCF
is  described  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be  conducted’  -
(sec.4(1)). The CCF was thus one of the principal ways in which the views of the public were to be
obtained.

In  order  to  coordinate  and  facilitate  the  activities  of  the  CCF,  a  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee  (CCC)  was to be  established.  The  Guidelines  proposed  its  membership  to  consist  of
10 persons,  of which three  would be ex-officio:  the local  MP, the chair of the County Council  in
which the constituency is located,  and the District  Coordinator.  The  Guidelines  stated  that  the
membership would be as broad and representative  of the people  of the constituency as possible
and recommended that at least a third of the committee should be women. 

3.1.3. Functions of CCF

• Facilitation of collection of the views of the public  at the constituency level  on proposals to
alter the constitution; and

• Debate and discussion of the views of the members of the public  on proposals to alter  the
constitution.

In  performance  of  these  functions,  the  CKRC  was  required  to  visit  all  constituencies  (Sec.18
(1)(a)).

3.1.4. Functions of CCC

• The functions of the CCC  were  mainly  facilitative  and  advisory,  the  primary  aim  being  to
enhance  the effective participation in the ownership of the constitution  review  process  by
the people at the constituency level;

• The  CCC  was  also  mandated  to  promote,  facilitate  and  monitor  civic  education  at  the
constituency  level  in  collaboration  with  the  District  Coordinator  and  civic  education
providers;

• Additionally,  the  CCC  had  to  ensure  that  the  constituency  had  access  to  all  information
relevant to the review process in coordination with District Documentation centers; and

• Finally,  the  CCC  was  also  mandated  with  the  task  of  dissemination  of  the  report  of  the
CKRC. It was to be assisted in this by the District Coordinator, who was also its accounting
officer, in relation to funds that were made available to it by CKRC.
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It is important to emphasize that the Guidelines were advisory, and the local community was free
to modify them to suit local  circumstances.  For example,  the size  of the CCC could be increased
when and if adequate representation and diversity required it.

3.1.5. Date of Commencement of Work

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  was  to  run  for  an  initial  period  commencing
November  2001  up  to  September  2002.  Accordingly,  each  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee (CCC) should have been constituted at the very latest  by the end of November 2001.
The Constituency Constitutional Forum was to be operational by that time.

3.2. District Coordinators

3.2.1. Mandate/Terms of Reference

• Be the local grass root representative;
• Perform the generalization activities in the district;
• Be  in  charge  of  the  documentation  center/s  in  the  district,  facilitate  its/their  respective

management,  ensuring  they  are  stocked  and  are  easily  accessible  to  the  public  and  also
organize their safety and security;

• Gathering  any  relevant  local  information  and  materials  for  the  purpose  of  constitution
making;

• Facilitate  the  identification,  classification  and  organization  of  the  physical  and  electronic
retrieval and dissemination of information and materials for constitution making;

• Supply such information needed by local constituency forums and committees;
• Liaise with other documentation centers nearby and others for information;
• In  collaboration  with  constituency  committees,  identify  and  arrange  venues  for  public

hearing whenever the CKRC visits the constituencies in their area;
• Facilitate  regular  meetings  of  the  constituency  committees  and  involve  local  people  as

much as possible in discussing constitutional issues;
• Source and identify  other  key personnel  that the CKRC may wish to consult  or engage  in

its work;
• Identify  and  arrange  for  simultaneous  local  translations,  sign  language  users,

procurement and hiring of public  address systems, transport  and communication facilities
for CKRC’s meetings in the district;

• Monitor the implementation of civic education by civic education providers in the district;
•  Facilitate  the  formation  of  constituency  committees  with  guidance  and  assistance  of

CKRC; and
• Perform any other tasks as directed by CKRC.

3.2.2. Criteria for Appointment

• Diversity in the composition,  taking into  account  ethnicity,  age,  religion  and  professional
or occupational background; and

• Appointees  had  at  least  attained  Kenya  Certificate  of  Secondary  Education  or  its
equivalent.

4. CIVIC EDUCATION.
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Civic education in  the  constitution  was  carried  out  between  6th  February   2002  and  21st   June
2002

4.1.         Phases covered in civic education

Stage 1 is the only  phase that has been covered.  This is the stage preceding  collection of  views.
This stage dealt  with  information,  knowledge,  skills  and  virtues  that  enabled  Kenyans  have  an
informed choice and present their views on constitutional review. 

4.2. Issues and areas covered 

• Constitution; meaning, types and models
• Land issues
•  Basic needs
• The constitution making process
• Gender and human rights
• Organs and levels of government
• Child rights
• Purpose or review
• Structures and systems of government
• Electoral systems and processes
• Land and property rights
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5.         CONSTITUENCY PUBLIC HEARINGS

5.1. Logistical Details

5.1.1.  Date and Number of Days for Public Hearings
a) Date(s) 28th June 2002 and 1st July 2002
b) Total Number of Days:  2

5.1.2. Venue
a)        Number of Venues: 2
b) Venue(s): a) Saboti Secondary School

Kitale Town (Museum Hall)
5.1.3. Panels

c) Saboti Secondary School  - Commissioners

1.Com. Maranga Charles
2.Com. Dr. Mosonik Arap Korir

d) Saboti Secondary School  - Secretariat

1.Hassan Mohammed – Programme Officer
2.Anne Cherono – Assistant Programme Officer
3.Suzanne Mutile – Verbatim Recorder

e) Kitale Town – Museum Hall - Commissioners
1. Com. Prof.Wanjiku Kabira
2. Com. Ida Salim
3. Com. Abdirizak Nunow

f) Kitale Town – Museum Hall - Secretariat

1.        Irene Marsit                        Programm Officer
2.        Geoffrey Silas                 Ass.Programm Officer
3.        Josephine Ndungu        Verbatim recorder
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5.2. Attendance Details

Category Details Number

Number  of  People
Who Presented

125

Sex

Male 109

Female 16

Not Stated 0

Presenter Type

Individual 112

Institutions 13

Not Stated 0

Educational
Background

Primary Level 34

Secondary/High School Level 67

College 4

University 7

None 0

Not Stated 282

Other  (Adult
Education/Vernacular/Madrasa/Informal
Education)

0

Form  of
Presentation

Memoranda 14

Oral 90

Written 0

Oral + Memoranda 21

Oral + Written 0

Not Stated 0

5.3. Concerns and Recommendations

The  following  are  the  recommendations  made  by  the  presenters  in  Saboti  Constituency.  The
recommendations  were  collated  around  43  areas  of  concern,  from  the  Preamble  to  National
integrity/identity.  Only  areas  where  recommendations  were  made  in  the  constituency  are
covered.  The  numbers  in  parentheses  represent  the  number  of  times  the  recommendation
(bulleted)  was  made,  either  orally  or  through  written  memoranda.  Each  count  on  a  specific
recommendation was picked from an individual,  a group or  an  organization.  Where  a  presenter
made  different  recommendations  on  the  same  area  of  concern,  each  recommendation  was
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counted separately.  Where  no number appears in  parentheses,  the  recommendation  was  made
only once.
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5.3.1 Preamble        
                                                
 The preamble should state our common history as Kenyans (3)
 The preamble should state the common will of all Kenyans
 The constitution should have a preamble stating the purpose of establishing it
 The constitution should have a preamble (9)
 The preamble should envision national unity

5.3.2 Directive Principle of State Policy        
        
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  three  arms  of  the  government  should  be

separated (11)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  our  democratic  principles  should  be  taken  into

account
 The constitution should provide for values of peace love and unity

5.3.3 Constitutional Supremacy        
                                        
 The constitution should require public servants to owe allegiance to the constitution
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  amendment  of  the  constitution  should  be  by  65%

vote (3)
 The constitution should provide for 52% majority vote required for amendment
 The constitution should provide that amendment should be done by 75% majority votes
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  no  power  to  change  the

constitution (3)
 The constitution should provide that the section of the constitution that contain preamble,

sovereignty  of  the  state  and  supremacy  of  the  constitution  must  be  amended  by  a
referendum

 The constitution should provide for a public  referendum when amending  the  constitution
(6)

 The constitution should provide that the provincial commissioner conducts referendum
 The constitution should be the supreme law of  the  land  and  whoever  violets  it  should  be

imprisoned

5.3.4 Citizenship                
        
 The constitution should guarantee  automatic citizenship  to  all  children  born  in  Kenya  to

at least one Kenyan parent
 The constitution should prohibit women from bestowing citizenship on foreign spouses
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  people  living  in  kenya  should  be  allowed

citizenship
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  children  born  by  Kenyan  parents  should  be

automatic citizen (4)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  foreigner  who  have  lived  in  kenya  for  five  years  be

allowed to apply for citizenship
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  foreigner  who  have  lived  in  kenya  for  ten  years  be

allowed to apply for citizenship
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  spouses  of  Kenyan  citizens  regardless  of  gender  be

automatic citizens (8)
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 The constitution should allow for dual citizenship (5)
 The constitution should provide that citizens should enjoy all rights and obligation
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  child  born  of  one  Kenyan  parent  irrespective  of

gender should be automatic citizen (6)
 The constitution should not provide for dual citizenship
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  national  identity  card,  passport,  birth  certificate,

driving license should be used as identification document (5)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  any  Kenyan  of  18  years  should  obtain  a  Kenyan

passport

5.3.5 Defense and National Security
                
 The constitution should prohibit issuance of firearms to civilians
 The constitution should entrench a discipline d force
 The constitution should provide that kenya police shall be well paid
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  armed  forces,  and  navy  and  GSU  should  be

established in the constitution
 The constitution should provide that the police 
 The constitution should provide that a court marshal shall discipline the armed forces
 The constitution should provide that the president  shall  be the commander in chief  of the

armed forces (10)
 The constitution should provide that the president  shall  not be the commander in chief  of

the armed forces (2)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  the  no  power  to  declare

war
 The constitution should provide that only parliament should have the power to declare war
 The constitution should provide for the use of extraordinary power in emergency
 The constitution should not provide for the use of extra ordinary powers in emergencies
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  the  power  to  invoke

emergency power
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  power  and  authority  to

invoke emergency powers
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  not  have  a  role  in  effecting  the

emergency powers 
 The  constitution  should  define  the  role  of  Kenya  police  as  that  of  ensuring  safety  and

security of Kenyan citizens
 The  constitution  should  require  appointment  of  security  personnel  by  president  to  be

vetted by parliament
 The  constitution  should  give  men  and  women  equal  chances  to  serve  in  the  armed  and

police forces

5.3.6 Political Parties        
                                        
 The constitution should limit number of political parties to three (8)
 The constitution should limit political parties to two (4)
 The constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  be  financed  by  membership

registration and contributions through harambees
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  nationally  registered  political  parties  should
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receive national political funding
  The constitution should provide that political parties be financed from public funds (9)
 The constitution should provide  that  political  parties  be  financed  as  per  their  number  in

parliament
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  be  elected  from  one  political

parties by MPs
 The constitution should provide that the president should not have any party affiliations
 The constitution should provide that the state and political parties should work together  in

safe guarding the interest of the citizens
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  be  free  to  air  their  views

without interference
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  be  given  power  to  ratify

problems with government
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  sing  memorandum  of

understanding that no zoning of areas
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  remain  purely  political

entities to mobilize people politically
 The  constitution  should  regulate  formation  management  and  conduct  of  political  parties

(6)
 The constitution should provide that political parties should be as many as Kenyan want

5.3.7 Structures and Systems of Government

 The  constitution  should  establish  office  of  prime  minister  who  shall  be  the  head  of  the
state

 The constitution should provide that the prime minister shall be elected by the people
 The constitution should provide that the prime minister should have executive power’s

 The constitution should retain the presidential system of government (8)
 The constitution should abolish the presidential system of government

 The constitution should adopt parliamentary system of government (5) 
 The  constitution  should  provide  for  proper  and  clear  separation  of  power  between  the

three arms of government
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  shall  bet  the  head  of  the

government
 The constitution should provide that the president should deal with foreign issues
 The constitution should provide that the president shall be ceremonial
 The constitution should adopt a hybrid system of government
 The constitution should not adopt a federal system of government (5)
 The constitution should retain a unitary system of government (4)
 The constitution should not retain a unitary system of government (3)
 The constitution should provide for federalism (30)
 The constitution should establish office of the PM
 The constitution should promote the principle of decentralization
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  every  region  with  an  army  commander  to  avoid

compromising on standard and tribalism
 The constitution should provide that the vice president should be appointed by parliament
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 The  constitution  should  provide  that  vice  president  should  be  elected  directly  by  the
people

 The  president  should  provide  that  the  vice  president  should  be  the  running  mate  of  the
president

 The constitution should provide that the AG appointment should be vetted by parliament
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  AG  should  be  appointed  by  the  judicial

commission
 The constitution should provide that the AG should be elected by the people
 The constitution should provide that the AG should have security of tenure

5.3.8 Legislature        
                                                
 The constitution should empower parliament to appoint  the  AG,  auditor  general,  speaker

and controller general, who should be answerable to parliament
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  vet  the  appointment  of  cabinet

minister, permanent secretaries, ambassadors and governor of central bank
 The constitution should provide that parliament should vet all  constitutional  appointments

including minister, judicial and parastatal head.
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  members  of  the  legislature  are  elected  by

parliament
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  parliament  should  have  legal  powers  to  vet  all

ministers before they are sworn into office
 The constitution should provide that parliament service commission should be empowered
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  members  of  the  cabinet  should  not  removed  from

office unless by 2/3 of members of parliament vote
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  duties  and  roles  of  the  legislature  are  to  run

schools, cattle dips dispensaries etc
 The constitution should provide that  parliament  should  have  unlimited  powers  to  control

its own procedures (5)
 The constitution should provide that being  a member  of  parliament  should  be  a  full  time

occupation (3)
  The constitution should provide that voting age should be 18 years
 The constitution should provide that MPs should be at least 40 years old.
 The constitution should provide that MPs should have a minimum of form four education
 The constitution should provide that MPs should have college education
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  have  at  have  a  university  level  of

education
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  ministers  should  be  appointed  according  to  their

qualification
 The constitution should provide that parliamentary system aspirant should speak kiswahili

and English and should be able to read and write well
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  member  of  parliament  should  be  meeting  their

constituents on weekly basis to collect view
 The constitution should provide that Mps should be free from criminal activities 
 The constitutions should provide that Mps should be married to one wife 
 The constitution should deny MPs power to increase their own salaries
 The constitution should establish a bicameral parliament
 The constitution should allow parliament to fix its own calendar,  and president  should not
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have power to prorogue or dissolve parliament
 The constitution should require nominated MPs to include: 3 women graduates, 4 disabled

graduates,  1 representative  of LSK,  1 representative  of the judiciary,  1 representative  of  a
human rights group

 The constitution should specify clearly the duties of MPs
 The constitution should empower electorate to recall non performing MPs (10)
 The constitution should provide that MPs should act on instruction from their constituent
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  Mps  salaries  should  be  determined  by  a

parliamentary select committee (3)
 The constitution should provide that a commission should determine the salaries of MPs
 Te constitution should provide that MPs salaries should be reviewed
 The constitution should provide that a tribunal should look into MPs salaries
 The constitution should provide that salaries of MPs should be reduced by 30%
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  nominated  should  be  represent  the  disadvantaged

group only
 The constitution should abolish the concept of nominated Mps (5)
 The constitution should provide that nominated MPs should be persons with disability (3)
 The constitution should provide for two chamber in parliament (10)
 The constitution should provide for one chamber in parliament
 The constitution should allow for impeachment of the president by parliament
 The constitution should provide that  the  legislature  has  power  to  override  the  presidents

veto (2)
 The constitution should provide that parliament should draw a plan of its dissolution
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  power  to  dissolve

parliament (4)
 The constitution should provide that Mps should have offices in their constituency
 The  constitution  should  provide  for  removal  of  members  of  parliament  through

impeachment incase of misconduct
 The constitution should establish rules to govern the conduct of Mps in a multiparty state
 The constitution should continue with multi  party system in  legislature  and  one  party  in

the executive
 The constitution should reserve seats in parliament for women
 The constitution should require all withdrawals from the consolidated fund to be vetted by

parliament
 The constitution should provide for a government of national unity (10)
 The constitution should provide for a government of national unity
 The constitution should empower parliament to impeach the president

5.3.9 Executive                                                                
 The constitution should provide that the presidential term be four years
 The constitution should provide that the president should have a high level of education
 The constitution should provide that   the president should be a university graduate
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  presidential  candidate  should  be  married  with

children
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  not  take  alcoholic  drink  and

should be a God fearing man
  The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  presidential  candidate  should  declare  their

wealth
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 The constitution should provide that the president  should serve 2 terms of five years each
(26)

 The constitution should provide that the president should serve one term
 The constitution should proved that the president should serve three term of five year each

(5)
 The constitution should define the function of the president (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  appoint  the  cabinet  on

recommendation of the prime minister
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  not  be  above  the  law  and

his/her power reduced (37)
 The constitution should provide for the removal of the president for misconduct (5)
 The constitution should provide that the president should attend parliamentary sessions
 The constitution should provide that president should be an MP (4)
 The constitution should provide that the president should not be an MP (19)
 The constitution should revoke presidential power of appointing senior civil servants
 The constitution should remove the power to create ministries  and appoint  ministers  from

the armpit of the president
 The constitution should deny the chief executive powers to dissolve parliament
 The  constitution  should  require  incoming  president  to  declare  his  wealth  and  maintain

powers vested in the current presidency
 The constitution should reduce powers of the executive
 The constitution should give the president amnesty for 5 years upon retirement from office
 The constitution should abolish offices of PC, DO and Assistant chief
 The constitution should reduce presidential power and devolve them to prime minister  and

vice president
 The constitution should require president to serve a maximum of three terms
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  chiefs  and  village  elders  should  be  elected

directly by the people (7)
 The constitution should provide that the district  administrators should be the head of the

local level
 The constitution should provide for the provincial administrators
 The constitution should abolish the provincial administration (7)
 The constitution should require  that president  is not an MP, and serve a maximum of two

5 year terms
 The constitution should give president immunity from suit while in office
 The constitution should require chiefs to be elected for a term of 5 years
 The  constitution  should  reduce  powers  of  the  chief  and  ensure  village  elders  are

remunerated
 The constitution should abolish provincial  administration and retain office of village elder,

chief and DC
 The constitution should provide that the post of minister for defense
 The number of ministries should be fixed in the constitution
 The constitution should provide for ministry of youth
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  be  a  member  of  the

cabinet

5.3.10  Judiciary                                                        
 The constitution should require judicial service commission to consist of two justices in the
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supreme court, the CJ, two nominees of the LSK who have practiced for over 15 years
 The constitution should provide that the judiciary should be independent (2)
 The constitution should establish a corruption court
 The constitution should provide that a supreme court   should be established (6)
 The constitution should provide for the establishment of a constitutional court (7) 
 The constitution should provide that   judges should not be appointed by the government
 The constitution should provide that the chief justice should be elected by people
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  chief  justice  should  be  appointed  by  the

president
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  chief  justice  should  be  appointed  by  the

parliament
 The constitution should provide that the qualification of judges should be specified in the

constitution
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  a  person  must  be  a  practicing  advocate  for  15

years to be eligible for appointment as a judge of appeal
 The constitution should provide that the judicial officers must have a PHD in law
 The constitution should provide that the judicial officer should have a degree
 The constitution should provide that the minimum qualification for a judicial officer  should

be form four
 The constitution should provide that the chief  justice and judges should enjoy  security  of

tenure
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  judge  can  only  serve  for  five  years  and  retire  at  60

years
 The constitution should provide that the retirement of magistrates should be 65 years and

judge at 70 years 
 The constitution should  provide  that  the  term  and  condition  of  service  of  judicial  officers

should be improved 
 The constitution should provide that the government  should create a simplified process of

impeaching judges and chief justice 
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judicial  officers  should  be  appointed  by  the

judicial service commission (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judges  should  be  appointed  by  the  national

assembly
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judiciary  should  have  internal  disciplinary

procedure and its own calendar
 The constitution should provide that the judiciary offices should reach the district levels
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  citizen  should  be  allowed  to  go  through  the  fair

judicial process
 The constitution should ensure that people have access to court
 The  constitution  should  ensure  that  all  Kenyans  are  entitled  to  legal  aid  especially  the

poor, disabled and children
 The constitution should recognize  the council  of elders  to handle  petty  and land disputes

(8)
 The constitution should require all judges to retire at 55 years
 The constitution should establish mobile and evening courts
 The  constitution  should  require  prosecutors  to  be  lawyers  who  have  practiced  for  over  5

years
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5.3.11 Local Government
        
 The  constitution  should  replace  municipal  and  town  councils  with  district  counties  that

receive money from central government and makes their own budget
 The  constitution  should  require  councilors  to  have  at  least  O-level  certificate  while  mayors

should be directly elected
 The constitution should provide that councilors should be elected directly by the people
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  mayors  and  council  chairmen  should  be  elected

directly by the people (20)
 The constitution should provide that the term of office for mayor and council chairmen should

a two five year term
 The constitution should provide that mayor and council chairman should serve for a period of

2 years
 The constitution should provide that the local  authorities  should be left  to  plan  and  manage

their affairs (2)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  local  government  should  be  answerable  to  the

central government (3)
 The constitution should provide that mayor and councilors should have O level education (8)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  have  at  least  secondary  level  of

education
 The  constitution  should  provide  ethat  a  councilor  should  have  a  minimum  of  class  eight

education
 The constitution should provide that language test for councilors are sufficient
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  moral  and  ethical  qualification  should  be  stressed  in

local authority seats
 The constitution should provide for a age limit  on councilors constitution should provide that

councilors should declare their wealth
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  people  should  have  a  right  to  recall  their  non

performing councilors (4)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  be  allowed  to  get  allowance  from

money collected fro their council
 The constitution should provide that councilor  salaries should be reduced and given to street

children
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  receive  their  salaries  form  the  local

government ministry
 The constitution should provide that mayors salaries should be based on performance
 The constitution should provide that councilors should well paid
 The constitution should abolish the nomination of councilors
 The constitution should retain the nomination of councilors with a representation of 50:50 for

men and women
 The constitution should provide that women should be nominated to the council
 The  constitution  should  provide  ethat  people  with  disability  should  be  nominated  as

councilors
 The constitution should provide that when mayor and councilors mismanage public  fund the

public will declare a vote of no confidence
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  local  government  should  advice  parliament  on  the

dissolution of the local authority
 The  constitution  should  provide  ethat  parliament  should  have  the  power  to  dissolve  local
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authorities and not minister or president
 The constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  or  the  local  government  minister  should

have the power to dissolve council
 The constitution should  provide  that  the  disabled  should  not  be  required  to  have  license  to

operate a business
 The constitution should provide that insurance should be affordable
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  local  government  act  should  be  rewieved  to  enable  to

enable revenue collected to benefit service delivered

5.3.12 Electoral Systems and Processes
                                        
 The constitution should require chiefs to be directly elected by a popular vote
 The constitution should provide that electoral commission should be an independent  body

to act on its own 
 The constitution should allow for independent candidate to contest during election
 The constitution should provide that all voting be done by secret ballot
 The constitution should retain the simple majority rule as a basis for winning election (3)
 The  constitution  should  ensure  that  the  electoral  process  put  in  place  mechanism  that

ensures more women participate in the electoral process
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  presidential  candidate  should  attain  51%  of  the

total votes to be declared a winner
 The constitution should provide that the president  should receive 50% of the votes  casted

otherwise a runoff election should be done within 30 days
 The constitution should state that if a person is not nominated by his party he/she  should

be allowed to seek nomination in another party
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  defectors  should  remain  dormant  for  three

years before allowing them to contest
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  be  free  to  change  political  parties  and

still retain his seat in parliament
 The constitution should provide that elected MPs should not be allowed to defect  until  the

end of their term
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  defectors  should  pay  for  all  the  expenses  that

made him go to parliament
 The constitution should provide that the president  should obtain at least  25% votes in five

provinces (5)
 The constitution should provide that the president  should obtain more than 45%  votes  in

five provinces in order to be declares a winner
 The constitution should provide e that a presidential  candidate should attain at least  25%

votes in all 8 provinces
 The constitution should provide that the president  should attain at least  25% votes in five

district
 The constitution should provide that a presidential  candidate should garner  30% vote in 5

provinces to be declared a winner
 The constitution should provide that 30%  of  the  civic  seat  within  every  district  should  be

reserved for women
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  seat  should  be  reserved  for  the  disabled,  minority

groups and youths
 The constitution should provide that geographical  boundaries  should  be  redrawn  to  cater
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for the marginalized community and the minority group
 The  constitution  should  provide  ethat  constituency  boundaries  should  be  based  on

provincial boundaries
 The constitution should provide that provinces should be divided into two to bring services

more closer to the people
 The constituency should be demarcated as per the population (8)
 The constitution should provide for separate presidential and parliamentary elections (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  create  constituency  in

cherangani
 The constitution should empower electoral commission to set election dates
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  north  Rift  province  should  be  created  to  consist  of

Uasin  Gishu,Keiyo  ,  Marekwet,  Turkana  W.  Pokot,  Trans  Nzoia  and  Nandi  with  the
headquarters in Eldoret

 The constitution should divide rift valley into two provinces
 The  constitution  should  require  a  constituency  to  have  a  population  of  40000  –  50000

people
 The constitution should require president to win 30% of all votes cast in 5 provinces
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  constituency  should  be  measured  in  square

kilometer when demarcating
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  civic,  parliamentary,  and  presidential  election

should continue to be held simultaneously (5)
 The constitution should provide that voters registration should be continuous
 The constitution should provide that transparent ballot boxes should be used
 The constitution should allow Kenyan living abroad to vote
 The constitution should specify election dates (13)
 The constitution should provide that the president should be elected directly by the people

(10)
 The constitution should provide that the presidential seat should be rotational (4)
 The constitution should provide that president should be elected after five years
 The constitution should provide  that  people  should  vote  according  to  their  home  district,

native land and constituencies
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  next  election  should  be  under  the  new

constitution (6)
 The constitution should provide that an independent  electoral  commission be put in place

before the 2002 general election
 The constitution should provide that the  electoral  commissioner  should  be  nominated  by

parties
 The constitution should provide that the electoral commissioners should be retired judges,

administrators etc who hold a degree level of education
 The constitution should provide that the electoral commissioners should graduates
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commission  should  be  independent,

impartial and of good record
 Te  constitution  should  provide  the  electoral  commissioners  should  be  elected  directly  by

the people
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commissioners  should  be  appointed

from every constituency
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commissioner  should  be  appointed  by

parliament
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 The constitution should provide that the electoral  commissioners should be replaced after
five years

 The constitution should provide ethat the electoral commissioners should enjoy  security  of
tenure

 The constitution should provide that the electoral  commissioners should be enjoy  security
of tenure of ten years

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  ECK  chairman  and  member  should  retire  by
rotation every 2 years

 The constitution should provide that the retirement  age of electoral  commissioners should
be 55 years

 The constitution shoul  provide that the chairman and other  members of  the  ECK  may  be
removed form office for misconduct upon a motion in parliament

 The constitution shoul provide that the Eck commissioner  should be removed from office if
found to be corrupt

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commission  should  be  funded  by  the
public coffers

 The constitution should provide that the government should fund ECK
 There should be only 8 electoral commissioners representing individual provinces
 The electoral commissioner should be increased to 24, three from each province
 The constitution should provide that the votes should be counted at the polling station (5)
 The constitution should provide that the electoral  commission should  be  established  as  a

corporate body
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commission  should  avoid  stealing  of

votes, fighting and violence
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commission  should  establish  dispute

committee to promptly deal with the disputes during election
 The constitution should enforce laws against election violence

5.3.13  Basic Rights                                                                
 The constitution should guarantee freedom to move and settle anywhere in Kenya
 The constitution should guarantee freedom of worship (5)
 The constitution should guarantee free healthcare for all (10)
 The constitution should guarantee minority rights
 The constitution should provide that there should be freedom of movement
 The constitution should guarantee freedom of expression and association
 The constitution should limit the freedom of worship i.e. devil worship
 The constitution should prohibit  all  kind  of  inhuman  and  degrading  treatment  including

torture
 Te constitution should guarantee the freedom of conscience in politics
 The constitution should protect and respect all religion and denomination
 The right to vote should be enshrined in the constitution (2)
 The constitution should abolish death penalty (5)
 The constitution should protect security, water, education, employment health and shelter

as a basic right (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  have  the  responsibility  of

ensuring enjoyment of basic rights
 The government should put up the policy of one man one job(4)
 The constitution should provide that boys and girls  should have equal  opportunities  in all
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level
 The constitution should guarantee free education for all (2)
 The constitution should provide that every person should have a right to employment
 The constitution should provide security for all Kenyans and equalized employment
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  allocate  a  lot  of  funds  to

healthcare education and food
 The constitution should provide for security for all Kenyan (4)
 The constitution should stress on healthcare far all especially the disabled
 The constitution should provide the public hospitals should provide medicine  to the public

free of charge
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  contributors  of  NHIF  should  benefit  from  their

contributions
 The constitution should provide access to water for all
 The constitution should provide that the government  should  provide  water  for  all  Kenyan

(2)
 The  constitution  should  consider  giving  all  the  people  of  kenya  education  especially  the

disabled
 The constitution should provide that day scholars will be free education
 The constitution should provide that the government  should ensure  that  all  Kenyan  have

free education
 The constitution should provide access to food for all without discrimination
 The constitution should compel the government to provide food for all Kenyans
 The constitution should provide that all foreigner working in Kenya for more that one year

should be allowed to have work permit
 The constitution should provide that jobs should be created and given to one person under

proper scrutiny
 The constitution should provide   that employee employ the indigenous
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  protect  laborers  form

exploitation
 The constitution should provide that retires should not be re employed (2)
 The constitution should provide that the government set up a minimum wage to employers
 The government should provide employment for all those who are trained
 The constitution should provide that the Saboti people have a right to employment
 The constitution should provide that employment  opportunities  should  be  shared  equally

among the people (2)
 The constitution should provide that the pension should be paid promptly after retirement
 The government should provide free education for all children from class one to university
 The constitution should provide free and compulsory education up to secondary level (4)
 The constitution should provide for free primary education (6)
 The constitution should provide for a free pre- primary education and secondary education

should be free in ten year time  
 The constitution should provide free education for all (4)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  educate  people  on  how  to

spend their time
 The constitution should provide that Kenyan have the right  to access to information in the

possession of the state or any other agency or organ of the state (5)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  constitutional  booklets  should  be  accessible  to  the

common man
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 The constitution should provide that the civic education should be continuous
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  constitution  should  be  taught  to  secondary,

college, university as a mandatory subject to avoid ignorance
 The constitution should provide that parliamentary proceeding should be broadcasted
 The constitution should guarantee all workers the right to trade union representation (3)
 The government should ensure that electricity is available for all citizens
 The constitution should guarantee  freedom of worship,  especially  right  to worship  on  any

day
 The constitution should guarantee equal inheritance rights for boys and girls
 The constitution should address rights of homeless children
 The constitution should guarantee the rights of prisoners
 The constitution should state that one person should hold one office at a time
 The constitution should require government speeches to be read in Swahili
 The constitution should be made available in all languages
 The constitution should require HIV+ persons to declare their status
 The constitution should guarantee education as a basic right
 The constitution should address security of property
 The constitution should guarantee security of persons and their property

5.3.13 Rights of Vulnerable Groups
                                
 The constitution should guarantee free education for the disabled
 The constitution should consider the disabled while vying for seat
 The constitution  should  provide  that  people  with  disability  should  be  given  allowance  by

the government
 The constitution should address the issues of education of disabled children, disabled land

ownership rights and be represented in parliament and councils
 The constitution should provide that person with disabilities have a right  to support  for life

ad amenities including education health food etc
 The constitution should provide that the  people  with  disabilities  should  be  considered  in

the acquisition of land
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  persons  with  disabilities  should  be  considered  in

employment
 The  constitution  should  provide  for  free  education,  transport,  and  business  for  the

disabled
 The constitution should recognize the national council for the persons with disabilities
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  disabled  and  their  children  are  entitled  to  free

education and health care services
 The constitution should provide that children homes should be for street children
 The constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  provide  street  children  with

homes (4)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  every  district  should  have  a  school  where  street

children can be rehabilitated and taught life skills
 The constitution should provide that street  children  should  be  taken  to  approved  schools

by the local government (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  children’s  rights  and  family  rights  should  be

guaranteed in the constitution 
 The constitution should provide that street children should be considered as vulnerable
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 The  constitution  should  provide  that  early  childhood  marriages  should  be  forbidden  and
criminalized

 The constitution should provide that street children should undergo  some form of training
in NYS

 The constitution should provide that child labor should be declared a criminal offence
 The constitution should protect the right of the minority
 The constitution should provide that the elderly above 69 years and children below 5 years

   should get free medication
 The constitution should provide that the government should take care of elderly
 The constitution should provide that squatters should be given land for resettlement
 The constitution should provide for affirmative action for women
 The  constitution  should  provide  for  affirmative  action  for  vulnerable  groups  such  as  the

street children
 The constitution should provide that women who are working should be equal  opportunity

when promotion arise like men
 The constitution should provide that in every aspect of leadership 30% should be women
 The constitution should provide that prisoners should be provided with shoes
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  prisoner  should  have  a  right  to  security,  clothing

and medication
 The constitution should provide that prisoners should be given house arrest
 The constitution should protect  the rights of persons not to held  by the  police  in  custody

beyond 24 hrs of confinement
 The constitution should allow prisoners to vote by proxy
 The constitution should state the right of remanded prisoners and detainee to clean water,

food and medication
 The constitution should reserve seats for disabled persons,  women and vulnerable  groups

in parliament
 The constitution should ensure aged persons are cared for by the state
 The  constitution  should  protect  minority  from  discrimination  but  ensure  their

representation in government
 The constitution should provide for to cater for homeless children

5.3.14 Land and Property Rights
                                        
 The constitution should ensure land is allocated to the landless
 The constitution should ensure every individual in Kenya is entitled to land ownership
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  land  should  be  owned  by  the  local  and  central

government
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  local  community  should  have  ultimate  land

ownership (3)
 The constitution should provide that land should be owned by individuals
 The constitution should provide that the government should have the power to compulsory

acquire private land for any purpose with adequate compensation
 The constitution should provide that before any acquisition of land by the state the matter

should first be referred to the district
 The constitution should provide that the government  should have no power to compulsory

acquire private land
 The constitution should provide that the government should control the use of land by the
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owner
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  state,  government  or  local  authority  should  not

have power to control the use of land by the owner or occupiers
 The constitution should provide that local elders should settle land disputes
 The constitution should provide that the local authorities should deal with land matters
 The constitution  should  provide  that  the  principle  of  willing  buyer  and  seller  should  not

apply in the sale of government land
 The constitution should provide that a male child should have  right  to  inherit  his  fathers

land
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  issues  related  to  land,  succession  inheritance

should be dealt with at the district level
 The constitution should provide that the maximum acreages of land should be 1000 acres
 The constitution should provide that an individual  should own  a  maximum  of  50  acres  of

land (5)
 The constitution should provide that everybody should have a minimum of 10 acres of land

and a maximum of 500 acres (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  an  individual  should  not  have  a  maximum  of  200

acres of land (3)
 The constitution should provide that a individual  should  own  a  maximum  of  100  acres  of

land (8)
 The constitution should ensure that poor Kenyan get 10 acres of land from the state
 The constitution should provide that foreigners should not have access to land (8)
 The constitution should provide that there should be free ownership of land by individuals
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  before  transfer  of  land  and  subdivision  of  land  the

commissioner of land should circulate the application before approval
 The constitution should provide that the procedure of attaining title  deed should be short

and less costly
 The constitution should provide that land transfer  should be decentralized  from district  to

divisional levels
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  procedure  of  land  transfer  should  be  left  to  the

people and not the government
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  transfer  and  registration  of  land  should  be

facilitated by the county authority and with suitable land registry within the country
 Te constitution should provide that men and women should have equal  access  to  land  for

only married couples (2)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  women  who  are  marries  should  be  allowed  to  have

access to land 
 The constitution should provide that men and women should have equal access to land (3)
 The constitution should provide that there should be no ceiling of land ownership
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  title  deed  should  have  both  names  of  the  husband

and wife
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  pre-  independence  land  treaties  should  be

abolished (2)
 The constitution should retain the pre-independence land treaties
 The constitution should provide that every Kenyan should have access to land anywhere  in

Kenya (14)
 The constitution should restrict Kenyan from owning land anywhere in the country (3)
 The constitution should provide that every individual  in Kenya should have a right  to own
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land (22)
 The constitution should provide that land should be owned by the young people
 The constitution should provide that the state should have the ultimate land ownership
 The constitution should guarantee right of access to land for all
 The constitution should ensure control and allocation of land is vested in the community
 The constitution should allocate public land to squatters
 The constitution should ensure landless people are allocated two acres of land each
 The constitution should address land grabbing
 The constitution should empower county councils  to resolve matters touching on property

inheritance
 The  constitution  should  simplify  the  procedure  of  land  transfer  and  processing  of  title

deed
 The constitution should give women and men equal  inheritance  rights,  access and control

of property/land
 The constitution should put land ownership ceiling  of 200 acres and ensure  taxing of idle

land
 The constitution should give men and women equal access rights to land
 The constitution should stipulate upper ceiling of land ownership at 50 acres
 The constitution should harmonize private and trust land act

5.3.15 Cultural, Ethnic and regional Diversity and Communal Rights
        
 The constitution should guarantee non discrimination on cultural or religious grounds
 The constitution should provide that culture and ethic diversity should be promoted in the

constitution(3)
 The  constitution  should  consider  cultural  and  ethnic  values  such  as  dressing,  language

and customary norms
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  provide  total  security  to  all

Kenyans and their property
 The constitution should provide that ethnicity  should be acknowledged and step  taken  to

curb excess ethnic diversity
 The constitution should be protected against ethnicity and diversity
 The constitution should provide for protection form discriminatory aspect of culture
 The constitution should abolish FGM
 The  constitution  should  outlaw  repugnant  customary  practices  that  contravenes  human

rights
 The constitution should provide for one national language (2)
 The constitution should provide for two national language
 The constitution should promote and recognize indigenous languages and education (3)
 The constitution should outlaw non-useful cultures

5.3.17 Management of National Resources

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  executive  should  have   power  to  raise  and
distribute  financial  resources  and  management  of  human  resources  to  the  central
government and the  local people
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 The constitution should abolish 8-4-4
 The constitution should guarantee employment to graduates
 The constitution should abolish harambee because they substitute government services
 The constitution should provide that holders of public  office should have a good moral and

social standing
 The constitution should provide that the president should declare their wealth (2)
 The constitution should provide that Mps should declare their wealth
 The constitution should provide that public servant should declare their wealth (6)
 The constitution should provide that the government shall ensure equal  distribution of the

resource (3)
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  national  resources  should  be  distributed  in  every

province
 The  government  should  share  benefit  from  resource  with  the  community  where  such

resources are found
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  office  of  the  auditor  general  should  be  able  to

prosecute those who misuse public finance
 The constitution should provide that the office of the controller and auditor general  should

be given security of tenure
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  auditor  and  controller  general  should  be

independent
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  controller  and  auditor  general  should  be

appointed by the president and vetted by the president
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  auditor  general  should  be  appointed  by  a

parliamentary select committee
 The constitution should provide that minister should not be MPs
 The constitution should provide that appointment to the public places
 Should be based on merit
 The constitution should provide that people  working  in  the  public  service  should  be  paid

well and the government should regulate their pay to attract more Kenyan
 The constitution should provide  that  civil  servants  should  be  promoted  to  the  next  grade

after 5 years
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  ministers  should  be  nominated  according  to  their

qualification
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  public  service  officer  should  be  given  a  5  years

tenure
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  civil  servants  should  not  engage  in  any  other

business while still in office
 The constitution should provide that any corrupt civil servant should be dismissed and should

not hold any public office
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  members  of  the  public  service  commission  should  be

appointed by the president and vetted by parliament (2)
 The constitution should  provide  that  retired  civil  servants  should  not  be  reappointed  to  run

public institution and parastatal
 The constitution should provide that there should be a commission to recruit police officers
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  public  service  officers  should  not  be  appointed  by

president
 The constitution should provide that discipline in public office should be observed
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 The constitution should provide that a law should be put to discipline  all  public  servant  who
misuse office

 The constitution should provide that civil servant should not have private business
 The constitution should  provide  that  all  civil  servant  should  be  transferred  anywhere  in  the

country 
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  retirement  age  should  be  uniform  in  all  capacities  in

public service officer
 The constitution should provide that public servants should not participate in politics
 The  constitution  should  require  presidential  appointment  of  civil  servants  to  be  vetted  by  a

professional body
 The  constitution  should  establish  the  central  bank  of  Kenya  as  an  independent  arm  of

government whose governor is appointed by a 2/3 majority in parliament
 The constitution should ensure  taxes and revenue collected from national  parks benefit  local

communities e.g. improvement of infrastructure

5.3.18 Environment and Natural Resources        
                        
 The  constitution  should  ensure  ownership  of  natural  resources  is  vested  in  the  national

communities
 The constitution provide that the environment should be protected by the government
 The constitution should provide that conservation  and  protection  of  the  environment  should

be legally established
 The constitution should provide the right to clean environment and development
 The constitution should provide natural resources shall be protected by the constitution
 The government should make sure that natural resources should be under directive principle
 The  constitution  should  [provide  that  the  government  should  be  the  sole  owner  of  natural

resources
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  own  45%  of  the  natural

resources and the local community to own 55%
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  natural  resources  should  be  owned  by  the  local

community
 The constitution should provide that ownership of game reserve and national  parks should be

returned to the indigenous people 
 The constitution should provide e that the natural resources should belong to all Kenyan
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  community  should  be  involved  in  environmental

protection
 The constitution should provide that forest land and ADC should be protected
 The constitution should provide for that protection of forest by law
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  district  assembly  should  deal  with  all  natural

resources, water catchments Areas and forests
 The constitution should provide that everybody must plant a tree in his farm
 The  constitution  should  vest  control  and  management  of  natural  resources  in  the  local

government

5.3.19 Participatory Governance

 The constitution should require  NGOs and other  private bodies to be answerable  to the  local
government
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 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  NGOs  and  other  organized  group[s  should  have  a
role in governance

 The  constitution  should  provide  for  automatic  registration  and  guarantee  the  right  of  civic
group, NGOs, CBOs and religious organization

 The constitution should provide that the government  and the state should not  interfere  with
the work of NGOs and other civil societies

 The constitution should provide churches should investigated before they are registered
 The constitution should provide that men and women should  be  given  equal  participation  of

activities in local authority
 The  constitution  should  make  appropriate  provision  to  protect  the  interest  of  persons  with

disability
 The constitution should make appropriate provision to protect the interest of the youth
 The  constitution  should  make  appropriate  provision  to  protect  the  interest  of  the  minority

group[
 The constitution should make appropriate provision to protect and promote the interest  of the

elderly
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5.3.20 International Relations

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  conduct  of  foreign  affairs  should  not  be  the
responsibility of the executive

 The constitution should provide that the power of making treaties should be reserved for the
executive and approved by parliament

 The constitution should provide that the executive should conduct all foreign mission and
the responsibilities on behalf of the people

 The constitution should provide that parliament should delibarete on various foreign issues
of importance to the state

 The constitution should provide that the parliament should vet all treaties, convention
agreement that are entered by foreign countries

5.3.21 Constitutional Commissions, Institutions and Offices

 The constitution should require parliament to establish all national commissions
 The constitution should provide that constitutional offices should have security of tenure
 The constitution should provide that constitutions commissions should be established
 The Constitution Should Provide That parliament should have a commission for appointed

judicial officers
 The constitution should establish a human rights commission (3)
 The constitution should establish a gender commission
 The constitution should establish an anti corruption commission (6)
 The constitution should establish a land commission (4)
 The constitution should establish an independent body to determine salaries of all civil

servants
 The constitution should establish a special commission to recruit security personnel
 The constitution should establish a commission to look into squatter problem
 The constitution should establish a constitutional court headed by the assistant chief justice
 The constitution should power institutions to appoint senior civil servants to parliament, and

judicial service commission should appoint judicial officers exclusively
 The constitution should establish a peace and reconciliation commission (2)
 The constitution should establish a university commission to select chancellors
 The constitution should establish an independent public commission
 The constitution should provide that the land commission should be in sub locational level to

settle land dispute
 The constitution should provide for a ministry of justice (2)
 The constitution should establish a truth and justice commission to address the plight of the

landless and causes of the land clashes
 The constitution should establish contingency fund for emergencies and disasters
 The constitution should establish office of ombudsman (6)

5.3.22 Succession and Transfer of Power
                                        
 The constitution should provide that the speaker of the national assembly should be in

charge of executive power during presidential election
 The constitution should provide that when parliament is dissolved there should be a ruling

government for three months
 The constitution should provide that the presidential election results should be announced
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after two election
 The constitution should provide that presidential election result should be announced

immediately
 The constitution should provide that the presidential election result should be declared at

the pooling station
 The constitution should provide that the incoming president should assume office e after 28

days
 The constitution should provide that the incoming president should assume office

immediately
 The constitution should provide that there should be a transition period of at least 90 days

from the date of election of the new president and the swearing in
 The constitution should provide that the chief justice should swear I n the incoming

president (3)
 The constitution should provide that the instrument of power should be transferred to the

incoming president after a period of 21 days
 The constitution should provide that the instrument of power should be transferred to the

incoming president during the swearing in ceremony
 The constitution should provide a retiring president with security (6)
 The constitution should provide a retiring president accommodation, transport, salary, office,

and secretarial services
 The constitution should provide an outgoing president immunity from legal process
 The constitution should provide that the president should b impeached if he violate the law

or if he is corrupt

5.3.23 Legal System

 The constitution should allow theft to be a bail able offence
 The  constitution  should  scrap  section  85  which  allows  for  detention  without  trial  by  the

president

5.3.24 Women rights

 The constitution should constitutionalise women rights
 The constitution should provide a rule that at least one third of all  civil  service and elective

position in any organization be women
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  women  and  girl  should  have  right  to  inherit

properties
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  widows  should  have  a  right  to  inheriting  properties

from their deceased husband
 The constitution should provide that girls  should have equal  right  a  boy  in  inheritance  of

their parent’s properties
 The  constitution  should  recognize  and  respect  inheritance  right  of  widows  girls  with

disabilities and orphans
 The constitution should provide that every marriage in Kenya should e registered
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  marriage  laws  should  be  harmonized  s  that  women

are entitled to equal rights in marriage 
 The constitution  should  provide  that  fathers  should  support  and  maintain  their  children

even though they do not stay together (5)
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 The constitution should abolish domestic violence

5.3.25 National Economic

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  lead  in  the  free  trade  and
fixing of prices of goods

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  manufactures  of  goods  should  not  be  sellers  or
retailers

 The constitution should provide that a law should be put  in  place  to  control  the  influx  of
sub standard cheap goods in the local consumer market

 The constitution should provide that dumping of low quality  import  in the country should
be stopped

 The government should limit the liberalized market
 The constitution should provide that the government should make sure that industries  are

established in every province
 The constitution should provide a law that stipulate that poverty line
 The constitution should provide that road blocks by police on the road should be removed
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  accident  cases  by  the  PSV  should  not  involve

matatu owners 
 The constitution should provide that there should be no prostitution as thy spread AIDS
 The constitution should provide that the government should address the HIV/AIDS
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  set  aside  funds  for  Aids

orphans
 The constitution should provide that there should be no police harassment (4)
 The constitution should stop unlawful arrest
 The constitution should enforce a law on the borders of our country to reduce insecurity
 The constitution should provide that the mingiki sect and devil worship are abolished
 The government should control the influx of arms in the country
 The  constitution  should  set  aside  a  contingency  fund  to  deal  with  emergencies  and

disaster
 The constitution should provide the bribery is punishable by law
 The constitution should provide that any public servant who is corrupt should be forced to

pay and be sacked
 The government should deal with corrupt government officers
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judiciary  should  check  ways  of  controlling

corruption
 The constitution should provide that corruption cases should be given tough sentence
 The constitution should provide for issues of family planning
 The government should reduce that price of farm inputs for agricultural goods
 The government should ensure that every district has a training college to train farmers
 The government should establish institution like KFA and KGGU
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  ministry  of  agriculture  should  control  farm

produce
 The constitution should provide that farmer should  be  given  lowest  pricee  in  farm  inputs

and given loans when their crop fails
 The constitution should provide that prices of agricultural produce should be increased
 The constitution should provide that the sugar prices should be stabilized
 The constitution should provide that farmers should access credit to develop farming
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 The government  should decentralize  the industries  in different  district  through  out  the  e
country

 The constitution should provide that the government  should  revive  all  the  industries  that
process the farm produce 

 The constitution should provide that Kenya school equipment scheme should be revived
 The constitution should provide that school  fees  should  be  reduced  in  secondary  schools

and syllabus should be changed after 5 years
 The constitution should provide that mixed school should be abolished
 The  government  should  provide  school  milk,  deploy  professional  guiding  and  counseling

personnel in schools, technical subjects should be scrapped
 The constitution should provide the adult education should be enforced
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  8-4-4  system  of  education  should  remain  and

education should be conducted in quarter system(2)
 The constitution should revise the old system of education
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  entry  point  to  the  university  should  b  lowered  to

eradicate illiteracy
 The constitution should provide that bursary should be increased to help the needy
 The constitution should provide that every town in Kenya should have a public  library  for

people to read
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  national  schools  should  be  introduced  in  every

district to cut down expenses
 The constitution should provide that harambes should b abolished
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  disabled  and  all  the  goods  that  are  directly

related to them should be exempted form taxes
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  abolish  white  elephant

projects
 The constitution should provide that the portrait on the legal tender  should be for the first

president
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  no  Kenyan  money  should  be  banked  outside  the

country
 The constitution should provide that
 The constitution should provide that money drawn  form  the  consolidated  fund  should  be

approved by parliament
 The constitution should provide that the  government  should  start  welfare  scheme  for  the

poor
 The constitution should provide that government doctors should not have private clinics
 The constitution should provide that Kenyan should be charged a lower tourism fee
 The constitution should provide that tourist money should be used for improving the areas

where tourist visit
 The  government  should  ensure  that  every  Kenya  has  information  through  the  radio  and

television regardless of location
 The constitution should protect the media 
 The constitution should provide that a  law  should  be  put  in  place  for  jua  kali  workers  to

get direct loans
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  university  graduate  should  be  given  assistance  to

start small-scale business 
 The constitution  shouls  provide  the  ministry  of  roads  and  public  works  should  construct

roads
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 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  protect  the  people  whose
property is destroyed by the wildlife (2)

5.3.26 Customary Law

 The constitution should be crafted to ensure its supremacy to customary laws
 The constitution should recognize African customary laws

5.3.27 Statutory Laws

 The constitution should provide that if a teacher kills a student he should be prosecuted
 The constitution should provide that traditional brew should be legalized (3)
 The constitution should provide that clash victims should be compensated
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  person  who  impregnates  a  school  child  should

receive a maximum penalty of 14 years or a fine of not less than 50,000
 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  police  should  be  answerable  to  parliament  on

harassment
 The constitution should provide that prostitution should be abolished
 The constitution should provide that rapist and defilers should be punished by castration
 The constitution should provide that no one should be allowed to purchase stolen goods

5.3.28 Gender Equity

 The constitution should provide that all  forms of discrimination  of  gender  in  recruitment,
appointment and training should be eliminated

 The constitution should provide that gender balance should be practiced in Kenya
 The constitution should ensure gender sensitivity in all sectors

5.3.29 Economic/social Justice

 The constitution should provide for the review of the auctioneers act and protection against
arbitrary power of attaching people property

5.3.30 Cultural/regional Diversity

 The constitution should guarantee full cultural rights

5.3.31 Natural justice/Rule of Law

 The constitution should provide that judiciary should show fairness

5.3.32 National Integrity/Identity

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  our  national  flag  should  be  changed;  shield  and
spears should be removed because they are tools of war

 Te constitution should provide that the government  should ensure  that men’s clothes  are
nit worn by women

 The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  national  dress  should  be  designed  to  give  our
identity
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 The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  currency  should  not  have  the  portrait  of  the
president
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APPENDICES:

Appendix 1:        Members of the Constituency Constitutional 
Committee

1. Hon. Kijana Wamalwa                                MP
2. Emmanuel Satia                                        DC
3. Wilfred Ngunyi                                                Chairman
4. Cllr. Maurice W. Nang’ole
5. Mrs. Biliha Jipcho
6. Mrs. Naomi Okul
7. Joseph Khaoya
8. Mrs. Mary Nyambane
9. Oboyo Wendot
10. Abdul Yussuf

Appendix 2:        Civic education providers (CEPs)

1. Constitutional constituency committee
2. Comm. Z Ayonga
3. Comm. K Tobiko
4. Ruth Ojungo
5. Edith Omamo
6. District co-ordinator
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Appendix 3:        Persons presenting memoranda and/or making oral 
submissions.

 

10012OTBRV Bartholomew Munoko CBO Written
Wazee Hukumbuka Self
Help Gr

20020OTBRV Christopher Mutasia CBO Written Trans Nzoia Squatters
30014OTBRV David E Lokwaro CBO Written Trans Nzoia District Network
40013OTBRV George O Okoko CBO Written Saboti Constituency Disabled
50016OTBRV Godfrey Kipsisei CBO Written Saiman
60015OTBRV Henry Amoke CBO Written Kenya Union For The Blind
70008OTBRV John Wafula CBO Written Mituti Farmers
80018OTBRV Johnson Maina Musungo CBO Written Kitale Municipality Self Hel
90032OTBRV Kennedy K Murrey CBO Written Kibomet Group

100027OTBRV Leonara Mumbo CBO Written Makhonge Women  Group

110026OTBRV
Nicholas Bwanamo
Mukhwa CBO Written Kitale Jua Kali Arts Associa

120030OTBRV Phillip K  Magut CBO Written
Kabagenge Progressive
Group

130034OTBRV Prince Chemungu CBO Written
Elgon Masai Takosa
Kingdom

140004OTBRV Stephen Kamau CBO Written St. Joseph Youth Group
150036OTBRV Steve Bonuke CBO Memorandum Alakara Shoe Shinners
160019OTBRV Sylvester Wanyama CBO Written Trussa
170031OTBRV Tom King'asa CBO Memorandum T/N Luhya Council Of Elders
180022OTBRV Wanga W  Musamali CBO Written Zion African National Union
190037OTBRV Wekesa Lusakia CBO Written Kiminim Residents
200002OTBRV Wilberforce Kisiero CBO Memorandum Sabaot Community
210225ITBRV Abel Makhoha Individual Oral - Public he
220041ITBRV Abraham Chebet Individual Oral - Public he
230184ITBRV Abraham Lincolin Individual Written
240067ITBRV Absalom Ngutuku Individual Oral - Public he
250092ITBRV Albert Wanjala Individual Oral - Public he
260152ITBRV Amos Bushendich Individual Written
270076ITBRV Andrew Kiptoo Individual Oral - Public he
280131ITBRV Andrew N Adipo Individual Written
290038ITBRV Andrew Omusee Individual Oral - Public he

300199ITBRV
Barasa Makhanu
Namwingu Individual Oral - Public he

310089ITBRV Barikacha Kirui Individual Oral - Public he
320238ITBRV Beatrice Chesoli Individual Oral - Public he
330212ITBRV Ben Kikosi Individual Oral - Public he
340169ITBRV Benedicto Mogaka Individual Written
350136ITBRV Benjamin Kitiyo Individual Written
360243ITBRV Benson Makokha Individual Oral - Public he
370188ITBRV Benson Makokha Individual Written
380068ITBRV Benson Sakom Individual Oral - Public he
390055ITBRV Berekia Ilawin Individual Oral - Public he
400006ITBRV Bilia Jipcho Individual Written
410176ITBRV Boaz N. Owuor Individual Written
420053ITBRV Boniface Wanyoike Individual Oral - Public he
430122ITBRV Brooks Stephen Cheror Individual Written
440048ITBRV Busolo Patrick Individual Oral - Public he
450158ITBRV Caleb Imbuye Individual Written
460099ITBRV Charles Ilimo Individual Oral - Public he
470227ITBRV Charles Ongeso Individual Oral - Public he
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480043ITBRV Checkman Siyoi Individual Oral - Public he
490115ITBRV Cherotich Kapurko Individual Oral - Public he
500030ITBRV Christopher Masika Individual Written
510045ITBRV Christopher Saekwo Individual Oral - Public he
520154ITBRV Churchil Abungu Individual Written
530239ITBRV Cllr Ronald Sakong Individual Oral - Public he
540039ITBRV Colletta Cherwandayi Individual Oral - Public he
550208ITBRV Damiano Odhiambo Individual Oral - Public he
560241ITBRV Daniel Rono Individual Oral - Public he
570062ITBRV David Bii Kimoru Individual Oral - Public he
580072ITBRV David Cheptoek Individual Oral - Public he
590142ITBRV David EW Simiyu Individual Written
600192ITBRV Dickson Rotich Individual Oral - Public he
610167ITBRV Dr Wambugu W. Nicholas Individual Written
620079ITBRV Dr. Moses Ngeywa Individual Oral - Public he
630195ITBRV Ebenyo Enyaman Individual Oral - Public he
640047ITBRV Edward Chepkotit Individual Oral - Public he
650194ITBRV Eipa Moru Ekitala Individual Oral - Public he
660031ITBRV Ekirapa Wanjala Individual Written
670161ITBRV Elder Isdory Odira Omol Individual Written
680159ITBRV Elijah Muraya Individual Written
690096ITBRV Elisha Seurey Individual Oral - Public he
700102ITBRV Eliud Masinde Individual Oral - Public he
710143ITBRV Eliud Nabiimba Individual Written
720165ITBRV Eliud Wafula Individual Written
730032ITBRV Emanuel Mutoro Individual Written
740174ITBRV Emmanuel K. Wekesa Individual Written
750013ITBRV Emmanuri Shikuku Individual Written
760217ITBRV Enock Kiboi Individual Oral - Public he
770189ITBRV Enos Wakhisi Individual Written
780084ITBRV Erastus Wasike Individual Oral - Public he
790022ITBRV Erastus Wasike Individual Written
800221ITBRV Eremon Erotu Individual Oral - Public he
810209ITBRV Erick Korot Individual Oral - Public he
820149ITBRV Ernest Matete Individual Written
830117ITBRV Ernest Simiyu Individual Oral - Public he
840085ITBRV Esnas Munialo Individual Oral - Public he
850175ITBRV Ezekiel Maroma Individual Written
860116ITBRV Fella Kapkara Individual Oral - Public he
870064ITBRV Francis Wanyonyi Individual Oral - Public he
880106ITBRV Franklin Malaba Individual Oral - Public he
890220ITBRV Fred Bundut Kones Individual Oral - Public he
900018ITBRV Fred Watila Individual Written
910232ITBRV Fredrick Sewe Sewe Individual Oral - Public he
920058ITBRV Frida Masengeli Individual Oral - Public he
930214ITBRV Gabriel Mangoli Individual Oral - Public he
940080ITBRV Gabriel Silali Individual Oral - Public he
950060ITBRV Gabriel Wanjoki Individual Oral - Public he
960190ITBRV George O. Ooko Individual Oral - Public he
970063ITBRV Gerald Kariuki Individual Oral - Public he
980223ITBRV Gideon Wanyonyi Individual Oral - Public he
990202ITBRV Godwin Ong'anya Individual Oral - Public he

1000126ITBRV Gregory K Ngeiywo Individual Written
1010094ITBRV Harry Chesebe Individual Oral - Public he
1020140ITBRV Harun Kemboi Individual Written
1030141ITBRV Henrick Wanyonyi Individual Written
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1040224ITBRV Henry Wafula Individual Oral - Public he
1050153ITBRV Igunza Odemo Individual Written
1060123ITBRV Isaya K Kalichor Individual Written
1070044ITBRV Isaya Kalichor Individual Oral - Public he
1080040ITBRV Jackline Naibei Individual Oral - Public he
1090233ITBRV Jackson Mukanda Individual Oral - Public he
1100090ITBRV Jackson Ndiwa Individual Oral - Public he
1110028ITBRV Jackson Ngesa Individual Written
1120139ITBRV Jacob Dado Individual Written
1130164ITBRV Jacob Njuguna Nguru Individual Written
1140181ITBRV James B. Sifuna Individual Written
1150107ITBRV James Korinyang' Individual Oral - Public he
1160127ITBRV James Nathan Luvai Individual Written
1170061ITBRV John Chepsigor Individual Oral - Public he
1180008ITBRV John Chepsigor Individual Written
1190177ITBRV John Kahe Kiboi Individual Written
1200216ITBRv John Kapkomu Individual Oral - Public he
1210014ITBRV John M. Emung'asi Individual Written
1220081ITBRV John Matanda Individual Oral - Public he
1230093ITBRV John Wanyonyi Individual Oral - Public he
1240151ITBRV Johnson Powon Individual Written
1250128ITBRV Jonah Maiyo Individual Written
1260046ITBRV Jonathan Cherogony Individual Oral - Public he
1270168ITBRV Joseph Isalambo Individual Written
1280002ITBRV Joseph Khaoya Individual Written
1290075ITBRV Joseph Kwemboi Individual Oral - Public he
1300134ITBRV Joseph Ngaruiya Individual Written
1310218ITBRV Joseph Njoroge Individual Oral - Public he
1320187ITBRV Joseph Simon J Wenge Individual Written
1330242ITBRV Joseph Thuku Individual Oral - Public he
1340215ITBRV Joseph W Wasilwa Individual Oral - Public he
1350144ITBRV Joseph W Wasilwa Individual Written
1360026ITBRV Joseph Wekesa Individual Written
1370147ITBRV Josephat Seluk Individual Written
1380198ITBRV Josephine Simiyu Individual Oral - Public he
1390178ITBRV Joshua Korir Individual Written
1400146ITBRV Julius B Laibich Individual Written
1410228ITBRV Julius Chirchir Individual Oral - Public he
1420095ITBRV Julius Mboin Individual Oral - Public he
1430078ITBRV Julius Mote Individual Oral - Public he
1440172ITBRV Julius Too Individual Written
1450230ITBRV Julius Wala Individual Oral - Public he
1460124ITBRV Justine Sitti Individual Memorandum
1470182ITBRV Kagwa Muliro Individual Written
1480130ITBRV Keba Mbalwa Individual Written
1490088ITBRV Kenneth Kirui Individual Oral - Public he
1500157ITBRV Kimani Njoroge Individual Written
1510071ITBRV Kinaibei Sunguni Individual Oral - Public he
1520070ITBRV Kipkalya K. Namaswa Individual Oral - Public he
1530191ITBRV Kipkemboi Matonye Individual Oral - Public he
1540222ITBRV Kitui Ndiwa Chemwalin Individual Oral - Public he
1550029ITBRV Lawrence Makau Individual Written
1560145ITBRV Lazarus Wangwe Individual Written
1570196ITBRV Lochemi Lobenyo Individual Oral - Public he
1580051ITBRV Lorna Karani Individual Oral - Public he
1590204ITBRV Marcia Muliro Individual Oral - Public he
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1600132ITBRV Mark J S Kisembe Individual Memorandum
1610138ITBRV Martin Musabi Individual Written
1620086ITBRV Martin Shikuku Individual Oral - Public he
1630219ITBRV Mary Nasimuyu Wanyonyi Individual Oral - Public he
1640049ITBRV Mary Nyambane Individual Oral - Public he
1650179ITBRV Mary Nyambane Individual Written
1660021ITBRV Maurice Juma Individual Written
1670193ITBRV Maurice Juma Maruti Individual Oral - Public he
1680137ITBRV Maurice K. Kimangut Individual Written
1690101ITBRV Michael Moss Individual Oral - Public he
1700005ITBRV Michael Ndalita Individual Written
1710226ITBRV Michael Njoroge Individual Oral - Public he
1720170ITBRV Micheal Njoroge Individual Written
1730133ITBRV Miriam Grace Nabucha Individual Written
1740001ITBRV Moses Makhoha Individual Written
1750237ITBRV Moses Mbito Individual Oral - Public he
1760027ITBRV Moses Mbito Individual Written
1770234ITBRV Moses O Simba Individual Oral - Public he
1780036ITBRV Moses Subu Individual Oral - Public he
1790240ITBRV Moses Temoi Individual Oral - Public he
1800166ITBRV Moss Kipkut Individual Written
1810074ITBRV Munialo Sanyanda Individual Oral - Public he
1820087ITBRV Mutuka Joshua Individual Oral - Public he
1830180ITBRV Nancy Iyadi Individual Written
1840200ITBRV Nathan Nyongesa Iyadi Individual Oral - Public he
1850185ITBRV Nathaniel Tum Individual Written
1860059ITBRV Ndiema Marango Individual Oral - Public he
1870114ITBRV Nedd Matende Individual Oral - Public he
1880100ITBRV Nelly Lawendi Individual Oral - Public he
1890104ITBRV Ngania Michael Individual Oral - Public he
1900069ITBRV Ngeiywa Macheso Individual Oral - Public he
1910083ITBRV Nicholas Kiboi Individual Oral - Public he
1920211ITBRV Noah N Bett Individual Oral - Public he
1930118ITBRV Ombija Silvanus Individual Oral - Public he
1940054ITBRV Omusee Kakoro Individual Oral - Public he
1950121ITBRV Pastor Stephen Saekwo Individual Written
1960186ITBRV Patrick Alila Mani Individual Written
1970009ITBRV Patrick Chebulele Individual Written
1980003ITBRV Patrick Etyang Individual Written
1990012ITBRV Patrick Lukogi Individual Written
2000125ITBRV Patrick M . Makoss Individual Written
2010183ITBRV Patrick O. Kwanusu Individual Written
2020057ITBRV Patterson Ker Individual Oral - Public he
2030025ITBRV Paul Eseme Individual Written
2040150ITBRV Peter  Kemoi Individual Written
2050042ITBRV Peter Chemaswet Individual Oral - Public he
2060129ITBRV Peter M Njuguna Individual Written
2070016ITBRV Peter Ndirangu Individual Written
2080236ITBRV Peter Wainaina Individual Oral - Public he
2090229ITBRV Peter Wangwe Individual Oral - Public he
2100205ITBRV Peter Wanyonyi Yaka Individual Oral - Public he
2110135ITBRV Peter Wanyonyi Yaka Individual Written
2120019ITBRV Pius Chimpy Individual Written
2130024ITBRV Protus Andiema Individual Written
2140037ITBRV Protus Wangila Individual Oral - Public he
2150010ITBRV Protus Wangila Individual Written
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2160035ITBRV Rachael Naliaka Individual Oral - Public he
2170007ITBRV Raphael Wanyonyi Individual Written
2180120ITBRV Raphael Wanyonyi Individual Written
2190112ITBRV Renson Wekesa Individual Oral - Public he
2200171ITBRV Rev Philemon Kosgei Individual Written
2210091ITBRV Richard Kipsoi Individual Oral - Public he
2220160ITBRV Richard Kiptum Individual Written
2230023ITBRV Robert Wanamu Individual Written
2240065ITBRV Ronald Matui Individual Oral - Public he
2250017ITBRV Sabwani Anthony Individual Written
2260207ITBRV Samson Ereka Individual Oral - Public he
2270098ITBRV Samson Mwangi Individual Oral - Public he
2280235ITBRV Samson Otieno Waseka Individual Oral - Public he
2290004ITBRV Samuel Moiben Individual Written
2300077ITBRV Selina Juma Individual Oral - Public he
2310097ITBRV Sephania Kalam Individual Oral - Public he
2320050ITBRV Shadrack Koech Individual Oral - Public he
2330105ITBRV Shadrack Tindi Individual Oral - Public he
2340231ITBRV Sila Boit Individual Oral - Public he
2350052ITBRV Silas Juma Individual Oral - Public he
2360162ITBRV Simon  Kipsangut Individual Written
2370082ITBRV Simon Kipsang'ut Individual Oral - Public he
2380155ITBRV Simon Shikuku Were Individual Written
2390056ITBRV Stanley Wasike Individual Oral - Public he
2400073ITBRV Stephen Kamau Individual Oral - Public he
2410203ITBRV Stephen Makari Individual Oral - Public he
2420201ITBRV Stephen Tendet Individual Oral - Public he
2430020ITBRV Steven Wasike Individual Written
2440173ITBRV Susan Malaika Individual Written
2450015ITBRV Tecla Kazi Individual Written
2460111ITBRV Teresa Chematas Individual Oral - Public he
2470011ITBRV Violet Marende Individual Written
2480156ITBRV Wabwaayi  Webwaayi Individual Written
2490148ITBRV Wafula Chebukati Individual Written
2500110ITBRV Walter Etyang Individual Oral - Public he
2510103ITBRV Watiri Mukhwaya Individual Oral - Public he
2520206ITBRV Wekesa Lusakia Individual Oral - Public he
2530066ITBRV Wellington Simiyu Individual Oral - Public he
2540197ITBRV Wetili Mukwaya Individual Oral - Public he
2550119ITBRV Wilfred Ngunyi Individual Oral - Public he
2560163ITBRV William C. Ndiema Individual Written
2570210ITBRv William Khaemba Sikenga Individual Oral - Public he
2580109ITBRV William Kotut Individual Oral - Public he
2590108ITBRV William Wekesa Individual Oral - Public he
2600033ITBRV Wilson Makete Individual Oral - Public he
2610213ITBRV Wycliffe Barasa Mwaunda Individual Oral - Public he
2620034ITBRV Wycliffe Masengeli Individual Oral - Public he
2630113ITBRV Zacharia Malenya Individual Oral - Public he
2640038OTBRV Samuel Kisoror Moiben NGO Written Share(Kenya)
2650025OTBRV Godwin Ong'anya Other Institutions Written St Josephs High School
2660007OTBRV Joash Murunga Other Institutions Written Saboti Secondary School 
2670006OTBRV Kiptega Lydia Other Institutions Written Saboti Secondary School
2680028OTBRV Maurice Nang'ole Other Institutions Memorandum Nzoia County Council
2690035OTBRV Norbert Mak'oech Other Institutions Written Phinephas Academy
2700001OTBRV Daniel Nana Politcal Party Memorandum FORD Kenya - Trans-Nzoia
2710010OTBRV Ferdinard Wafula Politcal Party Written FORD-Kenya Kitale Branch
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2720024OTBRV James Maina Ngunjiri Politcal Party Written Democratic Party Nzoia
2730017OTBRV Dr S. C Njenga Religious Organisation Written Fellowship of Christian Unio
2740005OTBRV Raphael Nyongesa Religious Organisation Written SDA Church
2750009OTBRV Rev Moses Maina Religious Organisation Written Amen Holy Ghost Church of 
2760011OTBRV Rose Obonyo Religious Organisation Written Catholic Justice and Peace C
2770033OTBRV Sgt Masengeli S N Reube Religious Organisation Written NCCK Kitale
2780003OTBRV Stephen Hakari Religious Organisation Memorandum Catholic Diocese of Kitale J
2790029OTBRV William Masaba Religious Organisation Written SDA Kitale
2800021OTBRV Robinson C Ngeiywa Written

Appendix 4:        Persons Attending Constituency Hearings

NO: NAME: ADDRESS: NO: NAME: ADDRESS:

1RAPHAEL WANYONYI BOX 2285 KTL 381PATRICK SOITA BOX 98 KTL

2REV. MOSES MAINA BOX 4474 KTL 382WILLIAM NDEIMA BOX 11 ENDEBBES

3FERDINARD WAFULA BOX 2185 KTL 383
CHRISTOPHER
SAYEKWA BOX 1211 KTL

4PASTOR. STEPHENE MUTUNGWO BOX 23 KTL 384FRANK ASWANI BOX 383 KTL

5BATHOLMEA M. MURUNGA BOX 353 KTL 385ERNEST MUNGALA BOX 260 KTL

6BROOKS S. CHEROR BOX 25 KTL 386WILLIAM MAGUTI BOX 4531 KTL

7ISAYA K. KALICHOR BOX 3082 KTL 387DUSTAN NASIOMBE BOX 11 KTL

8PATRICK MAKOSS BOX 331 KTL 388ISAAC MAGONO BOX 55 KITALE 

9KIPSISEI SOBET BOX 3082 KTL 389BERNARD OTIENO BOX 65 KTL

10KIPKEMBOI MATONYEI BOX 1214 KTL 390PETER WASIKE BOX 3184 KTL

11ELIZABETH MUIGAI BOX 4656 KTL 391HARMFULLY WANJALA BOX 1160 KTL

12DR. S.C. NJENGA BOX 2012 392DAVID LAWENDI BOX 75 ENDEBBES

13GREGORY K. NGEIYWA BOX 3620 KTL 393JACKTON OMOLO BOX 3050 KTL

14LUKWALO BOX 485 KTL 394REBECCA N. OFISI BOX 1484 KTL

15JAMES N. LUVAI BOX 439 KTL 395ROBERT OKEMWA BOX 1450 KTL

16DICKSON K. ROTICH
BOX 94
KESOGON 396JOHNSTONE MALONGO BOX 4 KTL

17MORRIS JUMA BOX 381 KTL 397FRANCIS MASIKHA BOX 1180 KTL

18JONAH MAYID BOX 247 KTL 398CLEMENT SIMIYU BOX 1180 KTL

19JAMES ELPA MORUU BOX 244 KTL 399TIMOTHY BARAZA BOX 480 KTL 

20EBENYO ENYAMAN BOX 244 KTL 400DAVID WAFULA BOX 855 KTL

21LOCHOMIN EBENYO BOX 244 KTL 401DANIEL SONGOK BOX 568 KTL

22JAMES KAPTIPIN BOX 230 KTL 402SILAH S. K. BOIT BOX 760 KTL

23KEBAH MBALWA BOX 581 KTL 403JEREMIAH NGETICH BOX 1358 KTL

24WETIR MUKWAYA BOX 1313 KTL 404GEOFFREY NJOROGE BOX 277 KTL

25MARK KISEMBE BOX 3228 KTL 405MOSES KIPLAGAT BOX 1141 KTL

26SILVESTER WANYAMA BOX 604 KTL 406PETER OLUOCH BOX 1931 KTL

27JUSTINA N. SITTI BOX 1303 KTL 407JOHN WEYILA BOX 858 KTL

28MAINA WABULG BOX 2274 KTL 408ERNEST MUGARI BOX 1313 KTL

29BARAZA MAKHANU BOX 4656 KTL 409JACOB SIMIYU BOX 242 KTL

30CHRISTOPHER MUGASIA BOX 4656 KTL 410DANIEL KOSEY BOX 156 KTL

31SIMON MUSAMIA BOX 548 KTL 411BERNALD GATHIMURA BOX 917 KTL

32DIFINAH NAKHUMIJA BOX 543 KTL 412PETER NJOROGE GATVA BOX 2026 KTL

33ENOCK NYUKURI BOX 353 KTL 413PETER MBUGUA BOX 1590 KTL

34GEORGE OMONDI BOX 1807 414YATOR KIPTUM BOX 3894 KTL
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35NYONGESA IYADI BOX 417 KTL 415FREDRICK SEWE SEWE BOX 1309 KTL

36DANIEL KHISA BOX 2288 KTL 416PATRICK BUSIENDICHI BOX 156 ENDEBESS

37LODIRO LODAKACHI BOX 417 KTL 417FRANCIS UHURU BOX 2107 KTL 

38REV. NELSON CHELGET BOX 2637 KTL 418BEATRICE LESONGA BOX 1700 KTL 

39STEPHENE TENDET
BOX 64
ENDEBBES 419WILLIAM OTTOH BOX 225 KTL

40STEPHENE LAINGON BOX 3082 KTL 420GIBSON MARANGA BOX 2035 KTL

41JOHN SAMBIRIR BOX  3032 KTL 421EZECKIEL SIYWO BOX 23 KTL

42JOSEPH NGARUIYA BOX 4341 KTL 422MICHAEL WANYONYI BOX 764 KTL

43FRED M. WANYAMA BOX 30 KTL 423JOSEPH KIMUTAI BOX 3082 KTL

44MAURICE WANGUS MOIB BOX 2456 KTL 424SHADRACK  WASWA BOX 1330 KTL

45WAKESA K. SEKENGA BOX 1971 KTL 425JOHN YEKO BOX 1861 KTL

46STEPHEN MAKARI BOX 4428 KTL 426SIMON JUMA BOX 1160 KTL

47PETER WANYONYI BOX 231 KTL 427VINCENT WAMALWA BOX 4343 KTL

48MARTIN S. LUMONYA BOX 88 KIMINI 428STEPHENE JUMA BOX 11 KTL

49JOHN TETEE BOX 11 KTL 429GODFREY STONE BOX 1700 KTL 

50VIOLET OWISO BOX 88 KTL 430RONARD WAMALWA BOX 4373 KTL

51PATRICK EKEI
BOX 234
KIMININI 431SIMON G. MACHARIA BOX 2506 KTL

52DAVID WAMALWA BOX 744 KTL 432ANTONY KAINGA BOX 1795 KTL

53WEKESA LUSAKIAH BOX 113 KMN 433JOSEPH WANYAMA BOX 2235 KTL

54CAROLYNE SHAMBA BOX 113 KMN 434PATRICK KUOBA BOX 4418 KTL

55ISAIAH ETEMO
BOX 5136
ELDORET 435LAWRENCE AYUYA BOX 3349 KTL

56KHAHOYA LUSANYA BOX 113 KMN 436JULIUS CHEPKWONY BOX 4229 KTL

57GEORGE OKINYI BOX 1684 KTL 437STEPHEN KARANA BOX 16 KIMININI

58OGORO OKIR BOX 1684 KTL 438BERNALD ATAMBO BOX 4327 KTL

59COLLINS BORE BOX 2503 KTL 439JAMIN JUMA BOX 1660 KTL

60BENJAMIN KITIO
BOX 45
ENDEBBES 440WILSON MAINA BOX 3722 KTL

61MAURICE K. KIMANGUT
BOX 87
ENDEBESS 441PROTUS SAWENJA BOX 745 KTL

62SAMMY KIBOI BOX 3082 KTL 442SHADRACK NYABERA BOX 4395 KTL

63NICHOLAS BWANAMO BOX 2688 KTL 443MORRIS WAFULA BOX 2441 KTL

64JONATHAN CHELIOWEEL BOX 3082 KTL 444ESTON MWANGI BOX 3027 KTL

65ROBINSON C. NGEYWO BOX 2082 KTL 445NYONGESA LAKITARE BOX 1160 KTL

66SAMSON CHOKA BOX 3082 KTL 446RUTH NALIAKA BOX 260 KTL

67TONY KORIR BOX 60450 NRB 447MARTIN TEMOI BOX 3082 KTL

68DAMIANO ODHIAMBO BOX 1210 KTL 448PETER MACHESO BOX 1193 KTL

69ERIC KOROT BOX 1009 KTL 449CLLR. MATUI BOX 692 KTL

70NICHOLAS KIBOI BOX 369 KTL 450JOHN KIPKETER BOX 1178 KTL

71PAUL BWIRE BOX 260 KTL 451JAMES KIRUI BOX 3876 KTL

72WILLIAM KHAEMBA BOX 406 KTL 452MOSES NDIEMA BOX 158 ENDEBBES

73HON. S. MOIBEN BOX 7 KITALE 453DICKSON WAMALWA BOX 2400 KTL

74MARTIN MUSABI BOX 1713 KTL 454EUNICE WANYONYI BOX 65 KESEGON

75HARUN KEBOI BOX 8011 KTL 455MARGARET CHESONI BOX 65 KESEGON

76JOSEPH CHEMASWET BOX 339 KTL 456PETER GATHOGO BOX 367 KTL

77NOAH BETT BOX 1481 KTL 457NICHOLAS KIBET BOX 31 END
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78AMOKE HENRY BOX 485 KTL 458ESAU OBATI BOX 23 MUNGANO

79BEN KISOS BOX 1018 KTL 459JAMIN MOKIRE BOX 8711 KTL

80GAYO SALANO BOX 22 KTL 460PETER CHEGE BOX 1203 KTL

81REV. GODIA EPAINTUS BOX 3732 KTL 461STEPHENE NDEIMA BOX 1243 KTL

82HEZAKIAH OBANDA BOX 609 KTL 462RHODAH CHEPTWAI BOX 1243 KTL

83JOHN SAMUYU BOX 2126 KTL 463DANIEL KIROO BOX 69 KTL

84HARUN BITOLI BOX 2126 KTL 464MARTIN MUURI BOX 230 KTL

85FADHIL ATEMBA BOX 171 KTL 465JASTUS WEKESA BOX 446 KTL

86STEPHENE SIGOR
BOX 11
ENDEBBES 466NASHON NYOGESA BOX 380 KTL

87JULIUS MOTI BOX 588 KTL 467DAVID SHITANDI BOX 450 KTL

88ROBERT MUSALIA BOX 2432 KTL 468ZABLON NJANJA BOX 1242 KTL

89JAMIN MASINDE BOX 1709 KTL 469RICHARD NICKSON BOX 4397 KTL

90CHARLES BARAZA BOX 556 KTL 470GEORGE TWEI BOX 39 ENDEBBES

91WICKLIFF BARAZA BOX 1187 KTL 471FRANCIS KEYA BOX 581 KTL

92GABRIEL MANGORI BOX 1011 KTL 472KOECH N.K BOX 2124 KTL

93HEZRON KISACHI BOX 1945 KTL 473DICKSON OKEMA BOX 3185 KTL

94SIMON LUSALA BOX 890 KTL 474PHILEMON KOSGEI BOX 391 KTL

95MARGARET NEKESA BOX 770 KTL 475CHARLES AGINGA BOX 2631 KTL

96RICHARD SITUMA BOX 1379 KTL 476PATRICK THOGO BOX 418 KTL

97DAVID SHIKAMAYA BOX 159 KTL 477BOAZ OWOR BOX 3324 KTL

98ELIUD NABIIMBA BOX 260 KTL 478GEOFFREY MOLIRO BOX 1594 KTL

99BACHA KWADO BOX 110 KTL 479PETER EKUYEN BOX 1422 KTL

100WILLIAM ARAMNING N/A 480L. M. CHEMARUM BOX 14 END

101ANTONY BARAZA BOX 2750 KTL 481RICHARD ONGERA BOX 1593 KTL

102BENSON KISIERO 
BOX 18
ENDEBBES 482PATRICK ALILA BOX 1004 KTL

103JOSEPH W. WASIRWA BOX 786 KTL 483HEZRON O. MUCHIRI BOX 2200 KTL

104STEPHENE NYAMANDA BOX 3505 KTL 484PETER SIKULU BOX 1094 KTL

105JOSEPH WANJALA BOX 333 KTL 485MICHAEL SIMIYU BOX 123 KTL

106LAZARUS WANGWE
BOX 132
KIMININI 486PETER SIMIYU BARAZA BOX 621 KTL

107FLORENCE NANGILA BOX 192 KTL 487ELLIUD MALEL BOX 1264 KTL

108JOHN KAPKON
BOX 158
ENDEBBES 488REV. JOHN BUTANI BOX 3771 KTL

109MIRIAM G. NABUCHA BOX 1584 KTL 489GABRIEL WANYONYI BOX 274 KTL

110JULIUS LAIBICH BOX 124 END 490MICHAEL WASIKE BOX 604 KTL

111SELUK JOSEPHAT 
BOX 11
ENDEBBES 491ONG'ANYA GODWIN BOX 485 KTL

112OPULA LICHINA BOX 2400 KTL 492WABUGE PADDY BOX 485 KTL

113TOM MAKETE SUMO BOX 677 KTL 493NGANGA AMBROSE BOX 485 KTL

114ENOCK K. KIBOI BOX 280 KTL 494MAYAKA JAPHETH BOX 485 KTL

115WANJALA WANYOIN AR BOX 1073 KTL 495MAINA KINGSLEY BOX 485 KTL

116AMOS BUSHEDICH BOX 31 END 496KOSKEI JAMES BOX 485 KTL

117STEPHEN BOIYO BOX 31 END 497MWEMA EDWARD BOX 485 KTL

118MAYSINDO S.F. BOX 1814 498MURANDAFU EDWARD BOX 485 KTL

119DANIEL ROTICH BOX 331 KTL 499KINYANJUI SIMON BOX 485 KTL

120CLLR KNTOSI BOX 456 KTL 500MABELE EVANS BOX 485 KTL
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121DUSTAN NARIMBWA BOX 3004 501SANG DANIEL BOX 485 KTL

122DAVID MWANGI BOX 4341 KTL 502EGADWA TOM BOX 485 KTL

123ALFRED MBERA BOX 482 KTL 503ALANYA MOHAMMED BOX 485 KTL

124WILLIAM NYOGESA BOX 1073 KTL 504SHITSUGANE BEN BOX 485 KTL

125JOHN WAFULA BOX 1811 KTL 505VERONICAH ENJAILU BIX 30315 KTL

126MARTIN TABOI BOX 3082 KTL 506JANIPHER NASIMIYU BIX 30315 KTL

127SAMSON SATIA
BOX 11
ENDEBBES 507JOSPHENE AKELO BIX 30315 KTL

128SIMON TWERE 
BOX 391 MOI
BRIDGE 508MONICAH SOYE BIX 30315 KTL

129PATRICK WAMBURA BOX 1684 KTL 509MONICAH NALAIKHA BIX 30315 KTL

130SIMON WAKOLI BOX 125 KTL 510MAURINE ANYANGO BIX 30315 KTL

131ABRAHAM LOTUO BOX 67 KTL 511HENRY WALIALULA BO X37 ENDEBBES

132BONN BOIT BOX 3082 KTL 512DAVID MUNGAI BOX 4158 KTL

133FRED JUMA BOX 1073 KTL 513PAUL SEME BOX 2394 KTL

134CHARLES K. KWALIA BOX 377 KTL 514MONICAH ODONGO BOX 250 KTL

135JULIAS BOEN
BOX 11
KAPTAMA 515MILCENT AWINO BOX 260 KTL

136CHARLES MAKHETI BOX 247 KTL 516PERES ANYANGO BOX 260 KTL

137CLLR. WILLIAM CHEBUS 
BOX 64
ENDEBBES 517JOHN KAMOYANE BOX 260 KTL

138JOSEPH NJOROGE BOX 981 518THOMAS NYUKURI BOX 682 KTL

139WEBWAI WEBWAI BOX 2171 KTL 519JOHN MBURU BOX 99 KTL

140OMBIYO ALFONSE BOX 2248 KTL 520JOHNSON POWON BOX 3894 KTL

141JAMES OMONDI BOX 11 KTL 521
CLLR. RICHARD K.
KIPKEIYO BOX 316 KAB

142BENSON AZENGA BOX 62 KTL 522ALBERT MABONGA BOX 1125 KTL

143CHRISPINOS MWASOMBE BOX 1781 KTL 523JASTUS MAKORI BOX 40322 KTL

144PETER WAFULA BOX 442 KTL 524JOB SALI BOX 747 KTL

145BUNDUKI KONES BOX 362 KTL 525LAWRENCE CHESARI BOX 3082 KTL

146JACK MURUNGA BOX 331 KTL 526FRANCIS NDALILA BOX 1709 KTL

147ERIM OROT BOX 382 KTL 527NELSON MWANGI BOX 1300 KTL

148JAMES MAINA BOX 186 KTL 528PETER MBURU BOX 1300 KTL

149FRED KWANUSU BOX 3169 KTL 529BONFACE SIMIYU BOX 1709 KTL

150CALEB EMBUYE BOX 3332 KTL 530RACENTILE NDIEMA BOX 3002 KTL

151ELIJAH MURAYA BOX 2197 KTL 531SAMUEL SIMATWA BOX 331 KINYORO

152CLLR. MULIRO BOX 11 KITALE 532MOSES BARON BOX 307 KTL

153CLLR. KAUKA PIUS BOX 3082 KTL 533GEOFFREY NYONGESA BOX 623 KTL

154PAUL WAHOME BOX 4143 KTL 534MOSES KIRUI BOX 3082 KTL

155FRED WAFULA BOX 614 KTL 535JOHNSTONE CHESEREM BOX 1807 KTL

156JOSPHINE SIMIYO BOX 4425 KTL 536SAMUEL MUREI BOX 3722 KTL

157DICKSON OKEMO BOX 4425 KTL 537CHRISTOPHER SATIA BOX 307 KTL

158JOHN FUNDI BOX 35 KTL 538JOHN SUDI BOX 1905 KTL

159NAMATHE MOROTO BOX 68 KTL 539ALEX SHITANDA BOX 788 KTL

160MARY EMURIA BOX 68 KTL 540ZABED MASIKHA BOX 2382 KTL

161JOHN EBEY BOX 11 KTL 541VICTOR NDIEMA BOX 280 KTL

162HENDRICK WANYOKI BOX 2371 KTL 542EDWARD SHIBANDA BOX 427 KTL

163PATRICK KISIERO 
BOX 52
ENDEBBES 543GEOFFREY WEKESA

BOX 208 MOI.H.
SCH
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164FRED MALIL BOX 1258 KTL 544ZACHARIAH RUSWET BOX 3175 KTL

165JAMES WEBEI BOX 68 KTL 545ROBERT ATUTI BOX 513 KTL

166PATRICK LEL BOX 2268 KTL 546ALLAN CHESERWA BOX 156 KTL

167JOSEPH KAMAU BOX 1075 KTL 547JAMES WAFULA BOX 946 KTL

168BERNARD SIMIYU BOX 4553 KTL 548HENRY KAKAI BOX 2121 KTL

169LAZARO CHEMJOR BOX 621 KTL 549VINCENT ONYANGO BOX 1565 KTL

170CLLR. DAVID WEKESA BOX 115 KTL 550SAMUEL MAINA BOX 1954 KTL

171ESDORY ODINA BOX 1430 KTL 551PHILIP K. MAGUT BOX 3789 KTL

172BENARD SIMIYU BOX 2034 KTL 552DESTINO MILIMO BOX 153 KTL

173MARY WEMURIE BOX 11 KTL 553VINCENT WAKORI BOX 133 KIMININI

174HENRY OKUMU BOX 206 KTL 554DAVID MWALE BOX 844 KTL

175CHEROP KAPLAWIS BOX 18 KTL 555TITUS TEKEI BOX 376 KTL

176MARY NASIMIYU BOX 260 KTL 556JOEL NAIBEN BOX 376 KTL

177PETER SIMIYU BOX 186 KTL 557MOSES AMUKAYO BOX 1981 KTL

178FRED WANYONYI BOX 85 KTL 558TOM MBITO BOX 2590 KTL

179FRED KIBIEGO
BOX 64
ENDEBBES 559TEMOI MOSES BOX 672 KTL

180DAVID NGIGI BOX 139 KTL 560BARNABAS MAJIMBO BOX 173 ENDEBBES

181SIMON KIPSANGUT BOX 23 KTL 561STEPHEN TEKWONYI BOX 154 END

182SHADRACK TINDI BOX 1250 KTL 562NDEIMA KIGAI BOX 154 END

183KITUI CHEMWALIN BOX 369 KTL 563JOSHUA OLUOCH BOX 2331 KTL

184GIDEON WANYONYI BOX 260 KTL 564JOHN WANYONYI BOX 260 KTL

185JACOB NJUGUNA BOX 4341 KTL 565JACKSON OPIDI BOX 93 KTL

186JOHNSON P. MASAI
BOX
178ENDEBBES 566JOHN WAINAINA BOX 858 KTL

187GICHORA JOHN BOX 186 KTL 567REUBEN MUNENE BOX 1590 KTL

188ALFRED KIMWET BOX 178 KTL 568JOSEPH ROTICH BOX 511 KTL

189JOHN MWANGI BOX 1160 KTL 569APOLO TIONY BOX 1442 KTL

190MOSS MASAI BOX 156 KTL 570PETER MAYIEKA BOX 2227 KTL

191JULIAS NDIWA BOX 183 KTL 571MOSES TEMOI BOX 672 KTL

192STEVE MWANGI BOX 280 KTL 572INGUZA ODEMO
BOX 99 MOI
BRIDGE

193WILLIAM MASAVA BOX 422 KTL 573JOHN ONYANGO BOX 260 KTL

194SIMON TIETIE BOX 1742 KTL 574FIDELIS OPIYO BOX 260 KTL

195FREDRICK CHELGOI BOX 232 KTL 575MATIAS KIBERA BOX 705 KTL

196TIMOTH WANYAMA BOX 278 KTL 576NELSON OCHIENG BOX 450 KTL

197ROBINSON MAKOKHA BOX 2630 KTL 577RUPHAS MAINA BOX 1118 KTL

198DR. NICHOLAS WAMBUGU BOX 806 KTL 578MARGARET ODEMBO BOX 4282 KTL

199THOMAS KINGASIA BOX 4295 KTL 579MARY WANJALA BOX 1173 KTL

200ERICK WANJALA BOX 2235 KTL 580JANE MAKWATA BOX 1173 KTL

201ANDREW WAMBUA BOX 235 KTL 581THOMAS BUSI BOX 747 KTL

202JOHN SIMIYU BOX 2126 KTL 582KIGEN KENDABOR BOX 3395 KTL

203FRANCIS JUMA BOX 1380 KTL 583WATITUA FRANCIS BOX 97 KTL

204ELKANO ODEMBO BOX 4282 KTL 584JORAMS MULONGO BOX 2777 KTL

205CHRISTOPHER MASINDE BOX 1011 KTL 585MUSILA MUHAMBE BOX 260 KTL

206JOSEPH SIMIYU BOX 408 KTL 586JACKSON WANGWE BOX 494 KTL

207MORRIS WAFULA BOX 98 KTL 587ANDREW ONSARE BOX 537 KTL
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208PETER OKOLI BOX 7 KIMININI 588JACOB DADO BOX 37 KTL

209LEONARD WANDIVA
BOX 75
KAMBIMIWA 589COSMAH KINYUA BOX 1595 KTL

210STEPHENE ROTICH BOX 31 END 590JOSEPH KARIUKI BOX 1091 KTL

211KENNEDY MBUYA BOX 1903 KTL 591LUCY NAFULA BOX 11 KITALE

212JOHN JUMA
BOX 383 MOIS
BRIDGE 592MARK MOIBEN BOX 7 KITALE

213EMMANUEL LELEI
BOX 171 MOIS
BRIDGE 593JOSEPH AMIMO BOX 1648 KTL

214JASTUS NAPTOLA BOX 705 KTL 594BERNARD SIMOTWA BOX 7 KITALE

215SIMON MAINA BOX 863 KTL 595STEPHENE IDD BOX 7 KITALE

216BERNARD MUUASA BOX 450 KTL 596JOSEPH WANYONYI BOX 1647 KTL

217JOHN AKIYO BOX 450 KTL 597SAMUEL WANYONYI BOX 1641 KTL

218DAVID EW SIMIYU BOX 2435 KTL 598DOUGLAS OHALA BOX 3502 KTL

219JOHNSON MAINA BOX 1756 KTL 599MOSES KARANI BOX 2245 KTL

220ANNE NASONGO BOX 1756 KTL 600PATRICK WALUVI BOX 80 KTL

221BENARDICTO MOGAKA BOX 11 KTL 601FRANCIS NDIWA BOX 118 KTL

222JANEROSE SIAGILI BOX 1814 KTL 602DANIEL NGANGA BOX 824 KTL

223BENARDICT LELIMO BOX 100 KTL 603RICHARD WACHIRA BOX 4378 KTL

224MATHEWS KIPUGUT BOX 11 KTL 604BEN SIBOYA BOX 88 KIMANINI

225KENNEDY SAGANA BOX 1040 KTL 605GABRIEL ORIEMA BOX 1486 KTL

226DAVID INGOLO BOX 1984 KTL 606PATRICK WANYONYI BOX 1788 KTL

227MOSES MASESE BOX 1172 KTL 607MOSES SIMBA BOX 21 KTL

228ABIL MAKOKHA BOX 1313 KTL 608PAMELLAH ODHIAMBO BOX 21 KTL

229GEORGE MURAGE BOX 260 KTL 609PAUL NYANGOTOH BOX 2072 KTL

230MICHAEL NJOROGE BOX 1943 KTL 610KENNEDY WANYONYI BOX 616 KTL

231ELIUD WAFULA BOX 124 KTL 611SIMON WANJALA BOX 604 KTL

232AGRIPINA AYAA BOX 1756 KTL 612CIRUS WANJALA BOX 770 KTL

233PETER OTEINO BOX 1756 KTL 613EVANS WANJALA BOX 4022 KTL

234FRANCIS KERICHO BOX 2637 KTL 614KEVIN WEKESA BOX 371 KTL

235JESSE MANGUT BOX 4313 KTL 615RAPHAEL KAPERIO BOX 3192 KTL 

236SOLOMON SABAI BOX 645 KTL 616DAVID NJENGA BOX 117 KTL

237ALEX TABOE BOX 645 KTL 617ANDREW WAFULA BOX 1752 KTL

238CHARLES SABAI BOX 2020 KTL 618R. I. KAMAU BOX 659 KTL

239JOHN KALUKANA BOX 2020 KTL 619ERNEST MATETE BOX 11 KTL

240STANLEY ANZAE BOX 11 KTL 620JEREMAIH NYETICH BOX 1358 KTL

241MICHAEL WAFULA BOX 1352 KTL 621ELIUD C. SIRET BOX 664 KTL

242KENNEDY KEPKETER BOX 3894 KTL 622JOHN K. KIBOI BOX 1167 KTL

243PETER NDUNGU BOX 909 KTL 623GABRIEL ORIEMA BOX 1486 KTL

244JOASH KUNYU BOX 1969 KTL 624MOSES SIMBA BOX 21 KTL

245PETER CHEGE BOX 245 KTL 625SAMUEL MAINA BOX 1954 KTL

246CHARLES ONGESO BOX 2176 KTL 626EMMANUEL WEKESA BOX 2197 KTL

247LUCY OKUMU BOX 1707 KTL 627MAXWELL NJUMBA BOX 517 KTL

248JOSHUA W. MANGENI
BOX 119
KAISAINA 628AMBROSE NDIEMA BOX 260 KTL

249JULIUS CHIRCHIR BOX 2233 KTL 629DAUD NJENGA BOX 3469 KTL

250CHARLES MUTURI BOX 966 KTL 630PETER NDIEMA BOX 76 KTL

251LUCAS MABONGA BOX 349 KTL 631SAMUEL SUM BOX 4296 KTL
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252CHARLES OSERO BOX 1700 KTL 632KENNEDU MUVVEU BOX 1507 KTL

253MOSES CHANGI BOX 4 KTL 633PETER WARUYUMO BOX 3447 KTL

254JOSEPH MUCHAI
BOX 195
ENDEBBES 634KIMANI NJOROGE BOX 4514 KTL

255MICHAEL BWAYO BOX 439 KTL 635PETER KEMOI BOX EMINONG

256DAVID MAINA BOX 280 KTL 636MATTHEWS WANYONYI BOX 316 KTL

257FRED KOBAI BOX 158 KTL 637HURRISON LUSAKA BOX 12 KTL

258ALFRED SINDANO BOX 418 KTL 638EDWARD CHELANGA BOX 178 KTL

259ARTHUR OBARE BOX 3930 KTL 639ESTHER WASWA BOX 445 KTL

260THOMA MOKAYA BOX 670 KTL 640WAJIE KHAEMBA BOX 1313 KTL

261KIPSANG NGISIRE BOX 1446 KTL 641L. J. OHENGA BOX 2741 KITALE

262MESHAK ORINA BOX 1609 KTL 642M. MOSETI BOX 274 KTL

263WANJALA JOHN BOX 866 KTL 643SAMUEL RUTO BOX 831 KITALE

264JARED NYAUDI BOX 2498 KTL 644DAN K. WAFULA BOX 770 KTL

265NYAOSEP MAYADUNG
BOX 11
KAKUMA 645SUSAN SIMIYU BOX 770 KTL

266FRANCIS WANYONYI BOX 11 KTL 646PATRICK BARAZA BOX 2125 KITALE

267FRANCISKA MULONGO BOX 95 KTL 647JOSEPH DHUKU BOX 524 KTL

268ERNEST MATELE BOX 11 KTL 648JOSHUA KORIR BOX 718 KTL

269MORRIS ONYANGO BOX 54 KTL 649JOSEPH SAID BOX 4427 KTL

270HILLARY MUSA
BOX 798 MOIS
BRIDGE 650JASTUS WAFULA BOX 4427 KTL

271DIEMA KIGAI
BOX 11
ENDEBBES 651MOURICE MUSUNDI BOX 961 KTL

272WAFULA NABIBIA BOX 1160 KTL 652KHAHAKAME CHESONI BOX 2326 KTL

273ROSE NAMWEYA BOX 1709 KTL 653REMMY SINDANI BOX 275 NDALU

274ANYANGA RODGERS BOX 597 KTL 654SAMUEL SISERA
BOX 17
KAPENGURIA

275JULIAS MATOKA BOX 878 KTL 655ALEX W. WANYONYI BOX 256 KIMILILI

276ANDREW NYANUMBA BOX 3049 KTL 656JACOB D. WAFULA BOX 1814 KTL

277STEPHENE KIPSANG BOX 406 KTL 657JOSPHAT O. KWANUSU BOX 587 KTL

278STEPHENE MASAI BOX 369 KTL 658RUTH ROTICH BOX 8 KITALE

279HENRY MUTAI BOX 369 KTL 659N. WAFULA BOX 316 KTL

280MATHEW MUZEE BOX 11 KTL 660BIKETI. N. MALENYA. BOX 1131 KTL

281JOHNSON MAINA BOX 1756 KTL 661JOSEPH KIPKIRUI BOX 3082 KTL

282MICHAEL KARANJA BOX 1756 KTL 662DEMIA SURE BOX 450 KTL

283MOSSES ASWAN BOX 1756 KTL 663GEOFFREY OMONDI BOX 801 KTL

284ROSE CHEMATAS BOX 1756 KTL 664EMMANUEL OCHOKO BOX 801 KTL

285JOSEPH KATANYA BOX 1756 KTL 665MUTAI KONS BOX 3662 

286CHEMOSI SIMATWA BOX 1756 KTL 666ENOS WAKHISI BOX 4667 KTL

287ANNAH NASONGO BOX 1756 KTL 667MURTO KIPRUTO BOX 781 KTL

288GEOFRLY OKUMU BOX 1756 KTL 668ZADOCK EGESA BOX 3879 KTL

289AGNIPINA OIYA BOX 1756 KTL 669ROSE NARANGA BOX 1125 KTL

290PETER BWIRE BOX 1756 KTL 670HELLEN CHEMAI BOX 7 KITALE

291JAMES NGUJIR BOX 1108 KTL 671DUNCAN WAFULA BOX 77 KTL

292JOHN WEKESA BOX 21 KTL 672DAVID NGINYWA BOX 31 KTL

293SIMON NDIWA BOX 1160 KTL 673JOSEPH KEMEI BOX 450 KTL

294ALICE WANYONYI
BOX 4 MOIS
BRIDGE 674JOHN OTUKOI BOX 1981 KTL
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295MARY SIMIYU
BOX 4 MOIS
BRIDGE 675JOHN PTIOM BOX 2119 KTL

296PATRICK MURUNGA BOX 519 KTL 676MICHAEL KIBE BOX 2119 KTL

297NDIWA SINGOTWA BOX 114 KTL 677NORBERT WAFULA BOX 485 KTL

298N.J. SIMBA BOX 720 KTL 678TOM AIMBA BOX 365 KTL

299PETER WANGWE BOX 1187 KTL 679STEPHENE KIBE BOX 21 KTL

300JOHN LENGWA BOX 114 KTL 680PHILIP KIPSOI BOX 637 KTL

301PATRICK SITAU BOX 1036 KTL 681BENJAMIN TOROTICH BOX 316 KTL

302ALI WAMALWA BOX 431 KTL 682GEORGE OLUOCH BOX 1187 KTL

303REV. BARNABAS K. WAWERU BOX 292 KTL 683PETER WEKESA BOX 333 KTL

304JOSHUA KORIR BOX 718 KTL 684JOSEPH ESALAMBA BOX 3802 KTL

305FESTO OMSE BOX 770 KTL 685TOM MBITO MUDOGO BOX 2590 KTL

306DAVID RUGUT BOX 2247 KTL 686NELLY WILLIAM BOX 28 MATUNDA

307JASON OBRIR BOX 295 KTL 687JOSEPH NDIWA BOX 52 ENDEBBES

308HENRY SERONEI BOX 553 KTL 688RICHARD MZEE BOX 23 ENDEBBES

309WAFULA DISMUS BOX 556 KTL 689MICHANGA GAD BOX 626 KTL

310( R) MAJOR. D. NAMASAKA BOX 1732 KTL 690PATRICK KONGOTI BOX 777 KTL

311MARY NEKESA BOX 558 KTL 691CHARLES SAMOEI BOX 4175 KTL

312CHESONY FRED BOX 3002 KTL 692PHILIP KUTERE BOX 4175 KTL

313HENRY KOSGEI BOX 4665 KTL 693JOHN SATIA BOX 568 KTL

314ELKANAH TOM BOX 3722 KTL 694ELISHA KEINO BOX 1828 KTL

315DAVID CHERYOT BOX 2170 KTL 695WICKLIFF NEUNO BOX 331 KTL

316JOSIAH KOSGEI BOX 1166 KTL 696STEPHENE WANGILA BOX 192 KTL

317ALEX WANYONYI BOX 1558 KTL 697PAUL OTIENO BOX 659 KTL

318CLEIMENT NJENGA BOX 102 KTL 698MAURICE WABUGE BOX 3583 KTL

319JOSEPH RECHOV BOX 11KTL 699FRANCIS BARAZA BOX 659 KTL

320CHEGE NJERANI BOX 431 KTL 700M. NAIBEI BOX 11 KTL

321AGNES SIKAE BOX 376 KTL 701KETER PHILIP BOX 1748 KTL

322JOHN OJIM BOX 1160 KTL 702BENSON MAKOKHA BOX 260 KTL

323ANTONY LUSALA BOX 164 KTL 703CYRUS MWANGI BOX 3709 KTL

324J.B. MOTURI BOX 1609 KTL 704CHARLES RIMO BOX 184 KTL

325SAMUEL MWAURA BOX 1590 KTL 705CLLR. GATUA BOX 2026 KTL

326SIKASA WANJALA BOX 1400 KTL 706NATO EDWARD BOX 126 KTL

327PHELLIX MABWIRE BOX 3008 KTL 707ALEX GIKONYO BOX 2304 KTL

328KEPHA WERE BOX 987 KTL 708PIUS OMENDA BOX 855 KTL

329CYRUS WABWIRE BOX 1962 KTL 709S.O. WASEKA BOX 1306 KTL

330NANGOLEM BOX 104 KTL 710P.K. KIPISO BOX 701 KTL

331SALEH MUHANDO BOX 526 KTL 711HENRY SIMIYU BOX 1897 KTL

332TIMOTH KARIITHI BOX 3558 KTL 712OMBIRI BENARD BOX 2145 KTL

333BEN WEKESA BOX 357 KTL 713SGT. MABENGELI SNR. BOX 14 KTL

334JOSEPH MUNGAI BOX 2882 KTL 714AMOS LAGAT BOX 3496 KTL

335ALI CHEMOS BOX 382 KTL 715JAMES B. SIFUNA BOX 1021 KTL

336STEPHENE KIBET BOX 3037 KTL 716GEORGE MULONGO BOX 158 KTL

337MOSES KABERE
BOX 124
ENDEBBES 717MARY NYAMBANE BOX 2961 KTL

338WICKLIFF SIMOTWA BOX 382 KTL 718NANCY IYADI BOX 417 KTL

339ALBERT WERE BOX 388 KTL 719NDIEMA ARAP TUITO BOX 295 KTL
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340PENINAH KILANDE BOX 418 KTL 720MARTIN OYADI EC. BOX 1792 KTL

341EUNICE SIMIYU BOX 418 KTL 721SAMSON KITOWET BOX 295 KTL

342JULIAS WARA BOX 274 KTL 722FRED TEMOI BOX 2235 KTL

343JULIAS TOO BOX 1609 KTL 723FRANCIS CHITWA BOX 869 KTL

344SISTER SILVIAH BOX 218 KTL 724KONGANI I KILWARE BOX 150 NDALU

345WEBUKHULU OMAR BOX 1377 KTL 725KAPITUS ANDIENG BOX 1772 KTL

346WICKLIFF OPENI BOX 1735 KTL 726JOSEPH KUNGURU BOX 23 KTL

347NDIWA LOMOYWO BOX 11 KTL 727JOSEPH KINYANJUI BOX 2573 KTL

348HASSAN WALIAULA BOX 260 KTL 728WANYONYI MARTIN BOX 494 KTL

349CAPTAIN (R ) WANAMBISI BOX 2456 KTL 729KAGGWA MULILO BOX 413 KTL

350WILSON WANJOHI BOX 1510 KTL 730EBRAHIM RINGOLIN BOX 2162 KTL

351M. CHAPATAR BOX 911 KTL 731ANTHONY ENGURATA BOX 855 KTL

352ISAAC OBANDA BOX 1643 KTL 732JOHN W. WALEKHWA BOX 662 KTL

353BARNABA KIBET BOX 112 KTL 733CHAMEWADA EVANS BOX 3634 KTL

354PATRICK NDIEMA BOX 747 KTL 734PROTUS SAWENYA BOX 745 KTL

355SIMON LOKWON BOX 85 KTL 735FRANCIS WAFULA BOX 705 KTL

356CHARLES MAKINI BOX 809 KTL 736ENOCK IMBUYE BOX 15 ENDEBBES

357PETER MULADI BOX 247 KTL 737KIMATHI GITHIGA BOX 250 KTL

358JOSEPH SOITA BOX 2126 KTL 738PRINCE CHAMMUNGU

359BETHWELL OLUOCH BOX 3166 KTL 739WICKLIFF KAPKETWA BOX 331 KITALE

360RONARD JUMA BOX 2010 KTL 740MARK OKECH BOX 3709 KTL

361REUBEN ENDUYWA BOX 2170 KTL 741KIPKORIR RONO BOX 2170 KTL

362WILSON KORIR BOX 1969 KTL 742MOSES KEMBOI BOX 98 KTL

363KIPRONO ISAAC BOX 2170 KTL 743MIKE LIMOS BOX 917 KTL

364JOHN TERER BOX 2174 KTL 744ALEX MISIYO BOX 520 KTL

365JOSEPH BETT BOX 1560 KTL 745STEVE WACHIRA BOX 4583 KTL

366MICHAEL CHEPASKWON BOX 621 KTL 746PETER WAINAINA BOX 1148 KTL

367WAFULA MOSES BOX 23 KTL 747JOHNSON MWALIKI BOX 213 KTL

368HON. W. A. KISIERO BOX 295 KTL 748JOHN KARIUKI BOX 11 KTL

369MOSESE MBITO BOX 295 KTL 749AGNES KIRIGO BOX 1833 KTL

370ABRAHAM CHEBET/ ALEX CHEMASUET BOX 295 KTL 750MOSES KEBOI BOX 159 KTL

371CHURCHIR ABUNGU BOX 1779 KTL 751EMMANUEL WEKESA BOX 2197 KTL

372SUSAN MALAIKA BOX 62 KTL 752PATRICIUS MBOLOLE BOX 1072 KTL

373KENNED MUTAI BOX 168 KTL 753JAMES WAINAINA BOX 1300 KTL

374EZECKIEL MAROMA BOX 90 KTL 754EVANS LIGALE BOX 2006 KTL

375PETER NJUGUNA BOX 918 KTL 755RAZZIAH WAWERU BOX 1470 KTL

376MONICAH WAMAITA BOX 1737 KTL 756TITUS SITUMA BOX 131 KTL

377DAVID OIGO BOX 1562 KTL 757STEVE BONUKE BOX 2937 KTL

378YATOR KIPTUM BOX 3894 KTL 758NICHOLAS KILAO BOX 450 KTL

379ABRAHAM MYAMAME BOX 98 KTL 759MOSES MBITO BOX 2145 KTL

380HURRION KEYANI BOX 439 KTL 760NATHUNIES TUM BOX 553 KTL
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